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Philosophy professor
opposes ·ne~ staffing
By Erika Gravett
Hilltop Staff Writer

'

Bison'~ 'Thunder_Machine' has.been replaced by a younger precusslon section.
p

.

Band looses its thunder
By Chelsea :>tailing
Hilltop Staff ~eporter
Howard Unive r sity's
Showtime Marching Band will be
marching to the beat
different
drummers this season.
The high :S teppin ·. beat

or

..

droppin' drum section of soul,

.

was ousted fro1n the band at th e
end of last semesler.
Since then
.
much controversy has ensued over
the
rea so ns
for
Th e
ThunderMachine's release.
During the first week of

May , Band Director Richard Lee,
Assistant Director Adolf Wright ,

·and members of the percussion
section met to discuss the section' s status. It was at ·thi s meeting that Lee, \vithout prior warning or probat ion , terminated the
entire drun1 line.
Fornier sect ion captai11 ,
W~rren Green, specu lates that a
se rre s of incident s led to th eir
removal.
''His ( Lee's) decision
was truly based on incidc11ts dat ·ing from three years bfick until
1
now.'' Green sa id.
On e of these ir1 c id en ts

occurred during a road trip in the st aff had to make a decision,"
•
fall of 1990. Green and 0 1her Wright said.
drumn1ers were tl1e last i11dividuLee refused to comment.
als to arrive 011 tl1e 1·ield for a
The Thunder Machine
practice session .
ha s s ince been replaced by a
As a res ult. the percus- group consisting of all freshmen
sioni sts were sente11ced to tl1e cus- and one senior. Their only Bison
to1nary puni sh111 e nt of 1narching marching experience includes a
back and forth llntil ordered to drum clinic that only a few attendstop, or in Univer~ity band ter1ns, ed in the spring.
·'1narchi11g in the ar1ny."'
The new drum captain is
After co11 tendi ng that Heath Miller, who is freshman
their late ·arr iva l wt1's nec essa ry mu sic business major.
because they 11eeded 1nore set up
'' I realize that I ' m a
time than ot her sec tion s, Green. freshman like everyone else. The
and company re!Used to march.
pre ss ure has been coming from
''We must set up properly every angle. All of 'US are willing
and enter the field as a unit . They to stick with this and fight this
were trying to treat us. unjustly, out," Miller said.
and we rebelled agai11st that
The group h3.s not selectunjust treatment:· Green said.
"-ed a new name for their sec tion.
Former
dru1111ners Miller stated that his unit must
a ll eged that as a re s ult of that first gain the respect of other secoccurrence their practice time was tion s and the University crowd as
decreased and their performances \Veil.
in front of the. Fi11e Arts ~uildi11g
'' Pe o ple think that we
after football gan1es "'ere discon.- h ave some ·big s~oes to fill
ti11ued .
because of last year's drum sec•
·· 1 mi ss tho se tion, ·· Thomas said. ''What Lhey
guys. I love those guys. It (th eir do11't realize is that we're fre shtern1i11ation ) \vas o;o 111e1hing 1hat n1 e11 , and we have four ye~rs to
' grew Olll of ye<irs a11d years. The fill those shoes.''

•

Dr. Chemor Jalloh , a Howard University
associate professor of philosbphy, is coritesting the
department's appointmenfs of Dr. Segun Gbadegesin
and Dr. Joseph ·Asike.
1
Gb<!dJgesin will serve as the department 's
chair and one Of its full professors, while Asike will
also serve as a full professor.
According to Ja11oh , the appointments of the
search committee were illegal , and Lhe tenured professors had ho input in the selection process.
''The reason why the (search) committee (and
appointments) are ill egal is because Lusi: ius Outlaw's
original appoinunent as chair of the search committee
w.as never voted upon by the only tenured professor,"
Ja1loh said.
Jalloh also ~· ~at. two f~ll professors were
sought instead of one, which 1s also 1llega1.
!ifowever, according to Dr. Clarence Lee ,
Dean of lhe College of Arts and Sciences: the guideline s fo r appointing professo rs were followed .
Therefore, adjunct professor Outlaw' s appointment to
chair Lhe~search committee is legal. ''I categorically
deny Dr. Jalloh' s assertions. As a matte r of fact , the
composition of the search committee for a chairperson
of the d6partment of philosophy was_ constituted in
consultation with Dr. Jalloh;' said Lee in his statement
to the University community Sept. I.
The procedure fat ;appointment originates
with the, search co n1mittee. and an advenisement is
placed in various publicatio)ls to attract can.d idates .
The searCh committee recon\mends applicants to the
Appointment, Promotion. and Tenure Committee of
the specific department in which the appointment is
sought. Then, the hopeful s are reviewed. Afterwards,
recommendations in favor of or in opposition to hiring
the candidates are sent to the University wide
Appointment, Promotion, and Tenure Committee.
Recommendations from thi s committee are
sent to the dean (of the College of Arts and Science).
w~ then forwards his recommendation to the Vice
Pre ident of Acade1nic Affair.s. The Vice President
the submits a reco111mendation to the University president, whic:h leaves the ultimate decision to hire profe ssors in the hands of the Presiden1 and Board of
Trustees.
''The co1n1ni ttee s1arted its work and Dr.
signed from the committee for the purpose of

'

running for the chair himself.'' Lee said.· '1be committee became illegal when he ·was noi selected as
chair of the department."'
r•
.
Howc\·er. Jalloh contests that the appointments arc inadr11issible because tenured faculty members in the philosophy dcpart111ent had no voice in the
selection process.
··1 ,,·as asked to vote on full professorships. I
said that I cannot vote on car1didates if the committee
is illegal. 011e other person didn't vote," Jalloh said.
''The dean said that 1he facul ty didn't vote because of
racial strife. That is false. (He asserted that) the faculty had an opportunity to 'vote which was declined, and
Lhe faculty cannot hold the
iversity hostage. , This is
how the faculty is cons1ructi v
excluded frOm vot- !
.
1ng.
According to Lee. the faculty members lost
their rights to have input in the selection process when
tthey decMned to vote .
~·on April 13. 1992, Dr. Paul E. Log~. interim · chairman of the Department of PhilosOphy and
Associate Dean of the College of Ans and Sciences,
ca1Jed a meeting of the tenured members of the depanmer.rt to consider the applications of Gbadegesin and
Asi ke to the ap poin(me nt of full professor-s in the
. deparunent;· Lee said. ''The tenured members refused
to consider Lhe applications. When they failed to consider the applications and make a recommendation,
they lost their right to make any recommendation.''
Aft-er s everal a ttempt s to speak with
President Dr. Frankl yn G. Je nifer. and various meetings and correspondence with Lee , Jalloh posted
notices. to students and faculty ·members calling for
the removal of the newly appointed professors. On
several occasions these notices were tom down, but
as quickly as they were .removed from the walls,
Jalloh replaced them.
Currently. Jal loh is ta.k ing his case to the
American Philosophical Assotjation (APA) for fur_ther investigation . Some meffibers of Lhe Uffi,versity
believe that it is time to 1nove on aod work in ~best
interests of the students. '' We don ' t want to be a
disserv ice to students. All we are asking Dr. Jalloh
to do is work with Dr. Obadegesin:' Logan said.
!''Even if everything were fine, the second
appointment is illegal according to the rules of the
APA." Jalloh said. ··Thi dean can appoint a dog as a
ch~ir, but he cannot abllse the institutional rights of
thej chair in o rder to poots trap so meone i~to the
chair. ··
I.
i
'
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F,junnlngback
Dwight Frankin rqunds the corner in the

team's second inner-squad scrimage (see page 86).
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'Quote of the week
"To try and to fall ls not laziness"
-Sierra Leone

•

!

mittee, but we think that we are close enough
that the two views will now a11ow the handbook
to go forward to the Board of Trustees for a rec1
orruTI.ended adoption ." Cu1runings sajd.
''The faculty handbook coriunittee has
produced .what we hope is a consensus ?<:><=ument. We are wqrking to incorporate revisions
from the faculty so that we may submi t it to the
Board of Trustees.'· Muriel Pasion, Co-chair of
the Faculty Handbook Committee and S~cretary
of the Office of the University Senate, said.
''The fa c ultly in genera) sees ,the
University as an academic institution. Students
are not seen as widgets or items to count. We
see students as' individuals who have particular
capacities in which we must assist in developing
chose capacities and lend them (students) support at the approp.riate level so that they may
achieve at cheir full potential. Widgets are not
given that kind of c oncern and support,"
Cummings said.
...
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qualify for tenure.
The University Senate Constitution
serves as a guide in determining what role faculAfter rriore than a year of faculty and ty members have when it comes to niaking
administration debate and negotiation, the administrative decisions.
~
University Senate Cons1itution and faculty
AccordiQg to Cummings, the cons " tuhandbook may fina11y be decided on this month.
tion changes the existing structure of t
Currently, University Senate officers University Sepate int9 a more equi_tab}e strucare work'ing to.draft revisions of the two docu- . ture called the Faculty Senate. The faculty and
ments in hopes that President Dr . Franklyn administration would share the duties and the
Jenifer will present them to the Board of responsibilities of governance of the university.
Trustees along with his endorsement at the next
''The facu lty is interested in trying to
meeting.
enlarge its overall level of participation in deci'"The president has agreed to take Lhe sion making," Cummings said.
constitution and the faculty handbook to the
In the past, there have been discrepBoard of Trustees on Sept. 25," Robert ancies between the administration' and the faculCummings. new Chairman of the University ty conce rning the handbook. However,
Senate, said. .
University Senate officers are confident that
The Faculty handbook is importan~
these issues have been resolved.
because in it are procedures which determine
''There have been some differences
how the university hires and fires faculty members. ' And it also explainS which professors between the administration and the faculty com-

NEW
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•
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Constitution, handbook revised for improvements
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By Erika Gravett
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Over the summer, the Synergy bug spreaO from HUSA (Howard Universi ty
Student ASlociation) to other organizations when University leaders met to discuss campus
,unity and prpblems racing the university and the black community.
The Student Lea.d ers Retreat, which: occurred during the first weekend in August,
Was an effort by Kevin Bryan, the Undergraduate Student Trustee, to pool the resources of
student organizations.to address issues and develop plans ot: action for the students.
Organizations represented at the retreat included HUS/\, OGSA (Undergraduate
Student A~sembly), the School of Divinity, and several Greek Letter Organizations.
Th~ leaders were· able to develop a better rapport amon)J one another and create a
loose coordklation of campus-community outreach programs under the supervision of
Community Outreach Director, Rob Byrd.
''We were able to open the lines of communication. For those people who feel that
it's going to be lip sci-vice, then it will be, but for those people who intend to make something happen out .o.r
then it will. I'm going to do everything in my power to make things
happen,'' Bryan said.

A running start!
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By Depelahe R. Thomae
Hillto~ Staff Writer

_ As students and faculty
'

.'

are shuffled around campus, the
University will pi;epare to undergo major reconst:rlictive surgery.

•

,.

One of !he largest pro-

jects scheduled for .completion
in December 1993, is the

Bethune Hall addition. The

•

•

'

seven-story buildirlg, cQmplete
with cafeteria, c'omputer· room,
and ~nderground parking, will
·house 556 coeds.
The new Bethune com-

'

plex, a 2jl0,000 ~q. ft. U-shaped
,, building. will be linked to the

•

Present dormitory, forming a .
courtyard. Outram Hussey!
Associates was responsible for
construction administration on
both projects.
The complex was

desigrted by the Harold
Thomps01\ Architectural GroupJ

'

. whose fo~nder also designed the
newly renovated .C ook Hall.
According
to

Thompson, he designed both
donns with students in mind.
''I lived in Cook Ha!J 30 ;,
year~ ago. It really does my

'

heart good .to walk in there now. what the priorities are,"
I wish we'd ha.d some of those Pinckard said, adding that centhings there then," Thompson tral air conditioning will be
said, referring to the co111puter installed. The project is being
facilities, seminar roon1s. and · funded by Industrial Revenue
sports marketing areas i11 Cook.
Bonds, borrowed by the
He added, '' Several University.
additions were carefully
Other projects include
designed ~o as to keep th e the. demolition of the old School
integrity of the original building. of Business and other old buildThe area was landscaped to ings located on Sherman
bring nature back in10 the pro-, Avenue. By November 1992,
ject. "Cook means a lot IQ a lot ' the sP'ace should be available to
of people. We tried to' keep tra- e~pand and upgrade 12arking
dition with thC floors, ceiling s, behind Howard Plaza Towers.
and telephone areas. We put in
'
'
the antique-phones which added
The law school, located
' touch
'
a wonderful
to the renova- on the West campus, will also
tion." ' u11dergo renovation, specifically
TheTubman Quadrangle the addition and e pansion of
and Drew Hall will be the fir st c lass room and office space , as
dormitories to be worked on . \Veil as the instaUation of new
Besides the usual plasterin g, air conditioning and heating syspainting, and plumbing. the old terns.
windows will be replac e d .
Ac c ording
to
Ed
beginning this week , with Pinckard , Assistant Vice
newer, more ·energy-efficient President for Physical Facilities,
1he law school is being renoval·
ones.
''The donns will under- · ed because of requirements set
go extensive renovation. forth by The Association of
Architects are currently assess- American Law Schools, the
ing each building to detern1'i ne a~reditation body that accredits

•
•

•

•

,

photo by Ayoka Campbell
'

Construction crew lays foundation for Bethune addlton
sched,.u led for completion In 1993.
'.
law sc hool s throughout the
nation .
A lot of invisible constru ctio11 is al so being done on
rhe c ampu s's .infrastru,cture' .

'

Upgrading is being done on the

•

electri c al . heating, and water
di s tribution systems, and new
life.
s team Jine s are being built to
''This is the fir st time
improve the power plant 's oper,
, we've had funding to focus on

HUS.A. leaders p lan

HUSA
President
Ivan K.
Hopkins
brings with
him the experience of
leading the
School of
Business In

stellar program y~ar
By Keisha Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer
•

initiate frc s h111e11 parlici~ation in campus
activities. O ver 40 orga11iiation s participated in Synergy Day. They ranged from religious groups 10 Greek Letter Organizations.
Another Sy11ergy Day is planned for later in
the year. While the mes sage will be the
same, returning students \viii also be target-

For Howa&d University Student
Association (HUSA) President Ivan Hopkins
and \rice ·President Tene McCoy, their
vision of synergy extends be~ond their
office, the gate on College Street, and even
ed.
the Washington Monument.
..
; .'
··sy11erg)' 'Day' Went well. The only
Synergy, or:the idea that ·the whole
regret is ti1at we were not able to get touch
is greater than its parts, began as the
with all oft.he organizations. o .verall, it was
Hopkins-McCoy campaign slogan last year.
producti ve ,'' McCoy said. .
Now, this theme has become the driving
To. addr e~s th!! ongoing security
forci bChind all HUSA programs for the .
concern s of the student s. jHUSA created an
upcoming year. The largest of these is the
unpaid sec uril)' li a ison pos ition, which
'
Synergy Summit, which is planned
for
senior Corey Martin '''ill fill. Martin worked
November 20-22.
over th e s um 111e r to b ring the U nive·rsity
The Synergy Summit will bring
closer 10 i1s Sl1rrou11d ir1g co1nmuni1y ·and to
develop a better ra ppo rt \Vith D.C . Metro
Police Depar11ner1t .
w~have
On c a1npu s Martin and Campu s
Security offi cer. Willia1n Brown. will work

•

''As people of African
descent,
to give
back to tJ(e community.
Someone helped US get 1ogether to bring security to dorn1itory resiStarting in September, Martin and
h ere,• th ere f ore, We _.,Aents.
Brown will condu ct open forums in the
should help others make dorms to di scu ss self-d~fense and the
Service.
it here or to any other Student Escott
Because many organizations have
black institution.''
ran into budget trouble in the past,
will attempt to pass the Balanced Budget
--Rob Byrd
Amendment. Thi s amendment would force
. - HUSA Community the
Undergraduate Student Assembly to
Outreach Director - keep track of each student councils finances.
HUS~

together leaders from Historically Black
Colleges and Universities •. student leaders
from Black Student Unions at predominantly .
white institutions, and other members of the
Black community 1to discuss economics, pol.itics, and other items that affectlj the black
•
community.
Hopkins' and McCoy's emphasis on
these isSues is not only reflected in the
Synergy Suri1mit program, but also in its
Voter Registration Drives which will be held
in the upcoming months.
Here on the Unive'rsity's campus,
HUSA is also pushing involvem~nt and

"

•

unity. Synergy Day was a d'IY des ned to
bring campus organizations tdgether nd to

''Towards the end of the year, individuals are not as concerned with the administration. They make co1nmitments that their
budget can not handle. but the bill still has to
be paid;'' Hopkin s said . '' Once a certain
point is reached. transactions will be monitored . Thi s can protect future administra~

'tons."

•

.

Other ca111pus changes include an
effort 'to. <l'evitalize The Punchout restaurant,
located in the Armour J. Blackburn
University Center.
According to Hopkins, changing
the restaurant into a student-managed organization is the first step. Internships for• managers and positions as waiters and waitresses
would be available . Other modifications

•

would inc ludt' a Jazz 11ight and after-game
parties. Th e-; e c l1a11 g e s are targeted for
becen1ber.
,
Jn add itio11. the Synergy team Will
try to increase the \eve.I of health awareness
at the University and throughout D.C. ·
''The Healtli Care Center haS established a reputcition that is not always positive,
so HUSA is 1naki11g i11formation available
about wo1ne11 ·s health counseling, not only
at Howard. but al so in 1he District of
Colu1nbia,·• Hopkins said.
'
In conjunction with their efforts to
increase h e alth kno\vledge, an AIDS
Awareness Council w as created to inform
studerlts abol•t the di sease.
The Con1muni1 y Outreach Program,
which is HUSA's comn1unity service project,
is back agair1 thi s year under the leadership
of Rob Byrd . ..Byrd is sticking close!~ to the
Outreach credo-''Aclions speak louder than
words."
'' As people of African descent, w~
have to gi .v e back to the commµnity.
Someone helped us get here; tllerefore, we
should help others make it here or to any
other black institution," Byrd said.
According to Hopkins its up to the
students tQ make a difference. ''If students
want a change to take place, they need to volunteer their services."

•

-

•

t

0=2 bra.

57 people ·

'•

2-4 hrs.

15 peopie

•

4-6 hrs.
2 people

AVERAGE TIME IN L1NE-each figure = 10 people

1 + davs
22

people

Hilltop Staff Writer

Today, we celebrate
the life and mourn the death of
one of our own, Elizabeth A .
Smith.
Smith,
a
Ho'w ard
University graduate and a former Hilltop staff reporter, died

drunk driver.
Born at March Air
Force Base in Riverside, Ca ..
February 8. 1966, and raised in
Sedalia, Mo .• Smith was affectionately called ''Leavy'' b1· her

friends and family, Smith graduated in 1988 with a Bachelor of
Arts degree in Broadcast
Journalism. Smith wrote for

THE HILLTOP and
Community News.

The

her death, Smith 's career in the
med ia was blossoming.
During the s ummer, \·
s h e served a s the Pro duction
Se c retary for the on -location
filming of Robert Townsend's
upc o ming .movie . '' Meteor
Man .'· in Baltimore. Md .
Smith also worked with
Poto1nac Television Service, The
New York Tjmes. Washing~?"·
D.C. Bureau; Smith was actively invol ved in the Christian
chur c h~ She attended Ward's
Mem o rial Baptist Churc~ at
home in Sedalia. Smith is survived by her parents. Dallas ,,
Smi1 h. Jr . . and Norma Jean
Hinkle ; five brothers. and many
oth er relati ves and friends.
Smith will be dearly missed by
the University community. and
th'e nl any communities she
graced with her talent.

•

I

Phone service
brings changes to
residence h~lls
.

J

I

'

By Larry W. Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer
Everyone at Howard
University seems to be tangled up
in the new phone lines. The
University has installed a new
telecommunications system
throughout the dormitories; therefore, students will no longer have
to acquire telephone service

through C · & P Telephone
Company,
With the new service, all
residents will have an 865 prefix .
One active line has been installed
in each single, double, and triple
occupancy room. Two active
lines have been installed in apartment-style dormitories where two
iines existed previously in a room.
The system is the brainchild of the telecommunications
departme11;t and the Office of
Residence Life. This new service
offers students the chance to
receive at no extra charge call
waiting, speed calling, three-way
conference calling, call forwardthroughout the University for a
one time installation charge of

$15 antl ~ monthly fee of $17.50.
With the. new system, if
one or two students share a unit,
t~hey will have one line in that
unit, with three or four people .in a
unit. two lines will be' shared.
''During· freshman ''year,
my roommate ran up the bill and
ruined my credit. I like having
my own bill and the features that
would otherwise be more expensive,"Dawn Ford, a junior majoring in Economics said.
''l feel like I'm in an
Office,'' said Erica Kilpatrick, a
sophomore i:elecommunications
Management major. ''The five- .
digit 'dialing is messed up and
•
confusing. "
The university has cho-sen AT & T as its lohg distance
carrier. In order to access long
distance service. students must. ·
use a six-digit authorization ccxle.
'
.
Students will be billed monthly
by their Personal Identification
1

-

Number (PIN).
According to AT & T,
long distance service will be disconnected if the student exceeds
the $150 monthly lin\it.

•

•

•

. Before

ing, and five-digit dialing

graphic by Michael Hodge

•

auto wreck

on Saturday. August 22, at the
age of 26.
She was killed by a

· After a week of registration, 55o/o of students think registration has improved, 21 % think its the same, and
24% think that it's worse .

•

I

By Jamlle White

'

FOCUS ON REGISTRATION

'

•
Ill

S.Y. 91-92.
HUSA Vice
President
Tene
McCoy
spent last
year In the
helm of the
Arts and
Sciences
Sophomore
Class.

the infrastructure ," he said.
In addition to a new !
cb mputer buildin~, which will 1
house the main frame/ informatio n systems of the University,
students and faculty can expect
to see new, energy-efficient win-'
do ws in Douglass Ha~l and thC
Admini stration building. official s added.

Alumna killed

~~~~~~~~~

1

•

ations. This should decrease the
number of University black-outs
as well as improve the hot water
systems.
• Adolph Hight, director
of infrastructu·re, said some
components of the if!frastructure
have exceeded their .'tconomic

•

.
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•

•
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Plaza Tower's
approval rating
takes.a dive
. -.

I

coed dormitory was completed is joining Ron Highsmith, assis- that have been successful in tl1e
thi s summer and is Operati ng tant to the head counselor, who past.
quite well, according to Coach has been on the staff at Slowe Sutton Plaza/Eton Towers
_The two exclusively Fred Dean. .the head residence ', for three semesters.
'
According Ill Janet
'
freshmen dorms are relying on counselor. The donn consists of
I
Dillard, a receptioni st .:11 Sut1 1i11
past achievements to 1nake the doubles and singles with full Carver Hall
By !,..arry W. Brown
run f'or ;:1 1·ew n1inutes. l1e said.'
'
baths and doubles with shared
'
! Plaza , the transf'cr _ ~f Re,.
1992
1993
year
a
success.
Ron
Hilltop Staff Writer
''Once
these
are
, RepairS> are underway at · Mendenhall to Mt!r1J1 ;1 n 11;.i ..,
Harris. the head residence coun- baths between two rooms. Cook
installed.~ we hope nol have the
can house up to 203, students and this all-male donnitory. Work is been a ''traun1ati1.: cl1a11gc.·· ·111i:
'
As _ with n1any other proble1n ag;.1111
selor
for
Drew.
said
that
the
allbecause of a com'
dorms across the can1pus. those bi n;1tion of power pla11t stea1n 111a le doim will contint1e to is currently filled nlainly wi.th a being done on the walls and the staff at SUtto 11 is 111ca11 v. l1ilc
•
twin toWers, renasce11l ol' those and 1he hot \Valer he<iters ," sponsor progra1ns concerning few fresbmen ,sophomores, and floors. According to Head adjusting to Rev. Th o 111 ~1 :-;, \\ ll lJ
Residence Counselo r Willi~m formerly headed MeriJia11. 1·J1t;
on ''Good Times:· a"re experie11c- Farlo\v said.
l1ealth and sec urity issues. As juniors. Dean Said.
"
change was orchc!:> tr<.1tc(I by Dr.
Many university athing, many changes for the 19~2 Tl1ere hits been an \Vith some of the other dorms. letes, including members of the Bryant, old carpet ·i s being Steve Favors, vice prl' ... iJ1.. 111 t1ir
replaced and walls are being
93 academic year. Additional increase i11 the nu1nber Qf sopho- there has been an i1wrease in
Student Affairs.
staft 1ne1nbers have been brought n1ore ;.111d junior stL1den ts thi s occupancy i·or the new semester, football, basketba ll; and track ·painted. Some residents have
'
''The old s1a1·r·s i111e11t i..,
teams,
are
housed
in
Cook.
The
complitined
that
repairs
need
to
aboard and new policie ~ are se111estt;.r primarily because the and standard repairs throughout
on pursuing the old co111111ur1ity
dorm also has a football office, be done, Bryant said.
being in1ple111ented i11 the To,vers was included on the the building are being done . .
programs such as a felluw!-. l1ip
•
sen1i
nar
roo1n
and
weight
room.
Carver is also 1n the with the , se 11i or citi ze ns 011 1\1
.,Howard Plaza Tower.s that will Roo111 Selection a11d Verification
Valarie Turner. head
''Curre11t ly the students process of planning many culturhopefully benefit both. the resi - Plan !Or the lirst ti111e l:1st spring. reside11ce counse lor for The
Street and a Hau111cd I llJU:-;c ft Jr
and
staft·
are
getting
adjust~d to
al and educational programs for the community chilt.lrl.!11 u 11
dents and the staff. ' •
Because of 1!1i s influx in Quad. sa id ''that so far the dorn1
•
Larry Frelow. Property s tud e 111 s so n1 e o f lbe Twe>- has been rl1nning smoothly and living in a basically new build- the students.
Halloween,'' Dillard ud(lcd.
•
ing,"
Dean
said.
Manager, sa id .that n1ore floors Bedroo 111 t1part 111 e 11ts r11ay be .the girl s are ...Jdjusti11g very
One probl e 111 tl1i :-;
1
Cook's
visitation
hours
have· been set a'side f.or graduate turned i1110 Three- Bedroo1n ap:1rt- well." Tf-ere \viii be sec urity
se'mester hils been wi1r1 ll ouding
Park Square/Meridian
'
Sunday tfirough Thursday 2
of some units because of \ l(.1111)Ct.J
siudents and faculty 1nembers in ments by petitioning off'
' the liv - n1eetings on the group and incy - are
up drains, Dillard said.
the East To,ver and "Re si dent ing roo111. he said.
vidual basis before vis it ation p.1n. until I I p.m. and Friday
New
wallpaper,
Carpet,
'
and Saturday, 2 p.m. until 2 a.m.
Howe ve r, th e n1;11n
Assistants have been added to
•
Despite tl1e cl'forts 01· the begi11 s. Turner said. Otht;:r
floor tiles, and mirrors have
proble1n plaguing Eton l 'owcrs-..
provide additional 'help, pro - staff, so111e re side111s fee l th;.1t the upco riling even ts i11clt1de the M s.
greatly improved the look of
this semester has bcun tl1c latk
gra1ns and super\ isio11 .· There Ji, i11g c011ditio11s could be 111Uc h Quad--page;111t in e:trl)' October. Slowe Hall
Park
Square,
acc'ording
to
head
•
of air conditioni11g. '' hi ch l1as
' are a iolal of eight R .A.'~5. folir l}etter.
The five-buifdi11g dor111 is schedcounselor Debra Lindsey- 'left the ~ tudent s a11d ~ tall. i11 J(JO
Slowe
Hall.
one
of
the
·
p~r building, and l\\'0 building
uled
for
111ajl1r
renov11tion
s
in
the
''The,re v,r;1 s a problen1
Sherman. ''The building looks degree heat. said l\1rs. Ml.'. Rac,
" Coord i11ators .to Sttpervise 1hc111.
1nost
popular
donns,
is
also
one
·
whe11 I \V<IS 111ovir1g ir1; 111y roorn f alI.
nicer, more fe"1inine~ and pro- the head cou11 sclor. 1\ :-;ult1tiu11
of
the
most
ac1ive.
K.
Ownes,
In a..dditio11 to 11e w R. \\' ttsn't c lean ed or painted ,"
'
fessional," she Isaid. ''It makes to that proble111 i-. c urrc11ll)
the new head residence counA'. ·s. the Towers no\v ha,,e Ron:1lcl Thornto11. <I st>p hon1ore Bethune Hall
the students feel good about the being looked i11t<J.
••
'
se
lor.
said
the
dorm
staff
and
donn. "
-, mandiitory qui et hot1rs bet\veen 7 sa id. ·'BL1t ,111y biggest cu111pla111t
Mc Rae al :.ti ..;;:1itJ 1111..·
'
studenls
are
involved
in
many
p.m. and 7 a.111 .. Su11days through is with the roaches.··
111 11dclition to the co11~
The women's apart- staff and stut.J e111 s of the :1 11 programs
including
a
communiThursdays.
ment-stlye donn will con.tinue to female dorm ha ve hegu11 L·l1111Prelow co r1t cnd S that s1ruc1ion. of <l 11ew wi11g that will
•
These cha11ges hJ\'C lctl tl1ese JJrlJbl e111s ;:ire tc111porary i11 ir1cfude 111 cJre hedroo111 ... u park- ty. c lean -. up o n Third and T offer many of the programs munity -oricnted <IC tivitic -..
'
some stud~nts
to que s ti o n 11ature.
ing garage and a caf'eteria. the Streets, a volunteer gro,cery-run offered in past semesters. These including collecti11g fooJ. cloll1whether the To\vers. is a dor1n or
··opening period usu:1lly all -fefnale dor1n is in the prqcess service 1·or the elderly, a mentor · programs include seminars on ing, and money for D:.r t.Jl' Cot1 11ty
"
an apart111en1
complex.
brin gs r?1ore to<lc l1es bcc::1use of· o f JJl;.111r1i11 g: 11u111erot1s sttttle11t - progran1 for freshmen men, and safety, drug-awareness, sex edu- Florida l'a111ilics !cit l1l1111..:ll·.., . .
''The To\vcrs see n1 lik e clea11 i11g <t11d rnovir1g. but we are oric11ted progran1 5i 111 11 1 J1ave a rape -awareness program. cation, and date-rape.
from th e de v;1.,t:1tiu11 tJJ
'
The biggest change at Hurricane Andrc\v.
an apartment becau se of the rc11t . not infested. A pri\1 ate exter1ni - been s uccess ful in the past . SI owe rC; s idents are also
but you' re treated I ike you· re i 11 a •natin g co n1pany coines in, on a Acco rdi11 g to Hei:1d counse lor in\ olved with voter registration, Meridian Hill Hall is the new
Transfer and fre sh111e11'
do.rm ," s. .opho1norc Ri se Foste r ref:_r1.1l t1r basis," Frelow s.:1id . ·
Delora Dc<111 tl1e dorri1 is in J1eed <111d the y are attempting to get head cou nselor, the ·Rev. John students were tre<.1ted rel:cntly 111
Mendenhall, who was the head a performance by E1ntll)' a\\ ar{lsaid. ,
;"
125 resident s to regi ster this fall.
Sect1rity is :111other con- c~ f· rep<tirs :1i1d improve111e11ts.
,T hi s year Slowe Hall counselor at Sutton Plaza for 12 winrii ng blue s s i11g cr. Betty
,
. ··11 is 1nan11ged :.1s ~1 n cer11 of l Q,\·ers re,,.ide nt .;;;.
•
also has a renova1ed lobby with years. Mendenhall said that the Jefferso n. \\'ho r1lso sho\\ ed n
~pariment, but the l111i\ ersity a11d
Cook
Hall
011e
res
ide11t.
\Vho
<1sked
<·
11e w wallpaper and floor tiles. coed dorm will continue the film ,on the hi:-;tOr)' of J·l()\}'ar(\
the D. C. gover11111ent regard it ~ts 11ot to be ide11tifieJ. ~c1'i(i 0 11e
same types of students activities University.
Owe11s
is
part
of
a
new
staff
that
·
a
dorm
,"
Farlow
s;.1id.
secl11·ity ot.fi~er \VOl1ldr1·'t let the
Tl1c newly re110\•ated ·
,
Towers ad111inistration stude11t's gt1esi i11. ;:1l1l1ot1gh hi s ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . !
'
is now negoti ati11g with D.C. gue,. . t J1:1cl proper ide ntifi cati o11
Compiled by Larry W. Brown
Cable Tele.vision abou1 ins1alling
1
•
. cable to the ' buil~ir1 &s. fr elo\v
said.
tis ~d prol';111c la11guage and i11st1lt- •
'
Since the 1110\'e-i n day ed l1ir11 for 110 1·c,1so11.
rece11tly expired.
air-conditioning are problems with
Cole1na11 ('•Jlltl'nLI-. tl1.11
·
By Jamila White
•
•
'
·
Hilltop Staff Writer
According to Rev. James the new service.
!he problcn1 i ~ u11Jcr l1111t1l1I.
on Augu st 15. slud en ts in t]l e
.
··sec
ur
ity
1s
<
1
key
e
le•
Cole111an, Assi stant for Special
''This year it's horrible,''
'· We h:l\ l' l1 aJ a l e\\
i:owefs have co111 pYJi 11 ~ d tlbotlt 111enl l(J.,l hc ·1owcrs c~1viron1nent.
•
Patterson, a'! minor co111plJi11t s lr( it11 '>llllli.: 111-..
Pcrl1:1ps )'Oll r101i ced the Progian1 s to the Dean of said Toni
lack 01· hot \V alet ~a discol ~ ~1 e·re tryi11g tO protect the \\1 CI~
Residence Life, the university fol- Admini stration of Justice major. A few buses ha,·c h rt1~~11 llU\\ 11.
11c~V. s leek e r- looking sl1uttle
'
•
oration of their \v;.1ter \vhe11 they fare of. tl1e stude11ts
• .. e111e ster. The ne\v lowed s.1andard procedure for the ''The bus hardly ever comes and and the co 1npany '' :1-. \ i..:f)'
as \\'ell as oth- buses th1.,
firs! turn it on. Accordi11g to ers. ir1 the area.'' Frelow said.
' ibuses have co111.c as <1 result of a
bidding process for the new con- they send these little bitty buses. responsive by pro\ it.Ji11g rtJi!:tl<.:Frelow, the Towers is ir1o 1h e
An4 the~·s no air-conditioning," ment buses.···.Co le111<.1r1 ~<1 iU .
'
Ml1 Cl1 to-s tuclept s rei'i ef: contract
with
Capitol trac1. CES was the lowest bidder.
''The previous company she added.
Students \vitl1 co11L'L rn-.
process of being equipped with tl1e rent .is ri o t sc hedM,led to Entertain1ne11t Services , In c.
''The buses are definitely about shuttle bus ~C r \' i L·i..: 111:.i) til l
._!lpt water heat ers. J!he mliddy increase soon. · ··we adjust the (CES), provider 01· the new shut- , performed very satisfactorily and
was very re sponsive," Coleman unreliable. It's never on time, and out a form whi ch is a' ai l.i.blc :1t
··coloration is ca.!-1s~son1e 0£ rent accbrding to the type Of unit. tle bt1s service.
CES, a bla ck-owned said. ''We believe that thi s com- it's usually congested and crowd- the front desk of c11cl1 resiclence
the main1enia1~ce wor~ bei11'g bt1t h1;.1ybe rlot u11til tl1e '93-·94
1
ed. It's hot, too. It makes people hall, or they may report it.dircc· tl y
co111pa11 y based i11! tl1e District. pany will be equally responsive.
·· done outside he ~buildjng. and fhe year. Ul1i 111a1e: ly. t/1e u11i ve rsit y re placed Grey Li11e/Gold Line
How eve r, several stu- feel miserable," a junior majoring to Rev. COlen1:1n in flJ0111 18 ;11
water should clear after letting it decideso11t he re11t."Frclo\v said. Bu s Co. wl1cn th ei r contract J dents said that punctuality and no in math, David Ajose said.
the Tubman Quaclra 11g~ c.

Drew Hall and Tubman
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New s_huttle ~uses bring disappointments
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Terry Savage
Junior
School
'
. of Communications

'

'

''I a1n going to spend
quality ti1ne in Sllldying and
taking care .of business . .I am
going to make sure this school •.
year runs smoothly and steer
clear of problems that may
prevent me from graduating ."

'
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•
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··1·11opc to put 111y priorities in
order. ,I pl an 011 gett ir1 g good
gr;.1des. 111ee1ing new people.
<111d keepir1g. the SlL1dying/partying bal a11ced a11d in perspectJ \'C.
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SPEAK '({}) TIJ7F
What are ·your objectives for this year?
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··1 want to in.,till i ~ .111111)
students the di sc ipli11..: a1tll 1Jc1-.i.:verance necessary to obl:till .11ti-.ti1.·
maturity and uphold the f\.li..:;,.ca

'
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'
•
•

'
•

''To bust every class
out and challe11ge my profesSors, intellectually if that
doesn't work 'than. phY,sically,
'
and to fi.nd niy wife.''
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Eddie Alleyne
Sopt"!omore
•
School of ComriluniCations

'' To package all of tny experi- •
ence and knowledge received
here; in a way I c·an use in the
real world.''
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Senior
School of Arts & Sciences
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Professor Adrian Vincent .J:1111es
Department of Theatre Arts
Class of 1986
.

Michael Bannister
Senior
School of Arts & Sciences
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WELCOME

has various goals, backgrounds, and p·er-

grow to envious of you because you're

spectives on life which constitutes the
essence of "The Mecca."
I 'm certain that by now you are

here. · ·
•
Let me share a little secret with you,
it doesn't have to be this bad. Our beloved

aware that an utopia does not

~ist

at our

jg

'

-l

·.

.;..--...

\

I

'
' .
'
In January of 1991, America entered
into a heate<j ,Conflict which gained intei:national glory.' \ hope' you were not thinking,
abo'ut the Goodwill Games; but rather
P p; JON QUIET STORM! In Desert
Storm, the U.S. military overwhelmed the
Iraqis witt\ the .m ost advanced weaponry
used on th 1nodern battlefield. The highly
acclain1ed "Patriot Missile" dazzled the
world with its capability to detect and
.destroy enemy Sc.ud missiles. The basis for
these glorified..,.a ctivities was.."Freedom.'' fQ~
the oppressed people of Kuwait. a lana nch
with oil. One should be skeptical about the
genuine motives of an institution which
perpetuated the worst forms of Oppression
and has the audacity to simultaneously
boast principles of ''Den1ocracy, Freedom,
and Equality for all men."
If freedom and demdcracy are this
nation's heartfelt concerns, then why
haven' t there been any talks or plans about
military action aga)nst the South African
government?
All ~ of you happ y
"Americans". who happen to be black,
allow me to illuminate your consciousness.
•
This country .has jnitiated military action
only against countries where people of color
reside and rule. It is important to remember
that these actions were initiated and not
done in self-defense. Let's see: Iraq;
Libya, which is . in northern Afri<:a;
Grenada; Panama; Vietnam; almost Cuba,
and Korea. Each and every one of these
countries is non-European. Can someone
tell me what is going on here? Can anyone
deny what is spelled out as the plain truth?

1

and Justic.e For All

•

j

Maybe it is because t~e Europeans are so
well-bepaved and plllo/ ~long with the devel.oping New World Order. Hmmmmm ......
This past summer, the world \vitnessed one of the more violent eruptions in
South Africa. In the Ancada township,
r;norethan thirty •,innocent African.s were
murdered, by the European-run government.
The U.S. government has yet to take steps
to confront this blatant form of oppression.
America's guilt alone should make her
bring an end to these injustices; but r guess
•
hypocrisy stands in her way. Guilt for raping a people of their history, religion , way
of life, a.,Rd the hypocrisy of continued
injustices rn\!.4.merica.
Altlnlugh African-Americans have
their own' problems in America, why have
they been so complacent to allow these
actions to go unnoticed? This is an election
year. which gives . the African-American
leadershifl the opportunity lo confront the
U.S. Presidential candidates. · Furthermore,
I cannot recall apartheid being a major topic
in any President's foreign policy. Secretary
of State James Baker 'travels the .g lobe
maintaining and improving foreign relations. It would be very encouraging to see a
meeting with African National Congress
(ANC) leader Nelson Mandela and F.W.
DeKlerk mediated by James Baker. And if
they really want to see African-Americans
being "patriotic", give DeKlerk the same
ultimatum that was given to Hussein. But, I
guess this is another case of the man protecting his worldwide interest. How long
. .. go on ????
w1·11 t h'1s B u II s. ~tt
....

I

l

'

Two weeks have elapsed
in this. the I 26th chapter of
Howard University's histol)'.· and
I am sure that those- of you who
are new to the i11stitution can
understand why it is considered
''the Mecca." I hope you have all.
new student s and old, made up
your nlinds 10 co11tinue the tradi tion of excellence that such an
,illustrious alumni have fough1 to
qreate.
!
Thi s year. as those in the
past -and Lho se in the future.
promises to present an acad~ic,
social aad economic challenge .
At THE HILLTOP. we intend to
record these events with an accuracy not to be matched by any
olher forn1 of mediun1. With parts
of the campus going through a
face lift. neW st udent leader s
whose• campaign promi ses will
now reveal more than good intention s, pre siden tial candidates
addressing the sarne iss ues (perhaps mi ssing the most important
ones), an econo~y that I have no ,
words for and a· n1otherland our
hearts bleed (or. As a student of
journalism, it' s hard not to just
skip to the ending. Instead, we at
THE HILLTOP plan 10 walk with
you step by step on this journey

toward racia l uplifting - the
empowerment of all ''people of
color."
In addition to covering
the areas of interest many of you
'
poss ibly recognize,
this year the
publication will include two new
sections, ''Around the Corner ''
and '' Weekender." Around the
Comer is a section that will visit
neighborhoods in the Washington
Metropolitari Area giving you a
chance to get a closer look• at the.
territory outside of ''the Yard ."
Weekender will present a menu
for the palate craving culture as it
brings reviews of restaurants ,
plays and movies, as well as a calendar of events available in the
Wash"ington area for your partiCipation.
A page that made a few
guest appearances last year, ''On
Beats and Rhythms.'' can be seen
t;ve ry other week and will alter11ate with a second page of the
Sports section. ''Sports and
More."
·
The second page of the
Campus section, ''Campus 11'' will
regularly highlight w·hat Howard
has to say in ''Speak.out." We are
anxiously waiting to hear from
you in thi s area and continued

contributions to our Con11nentary
page.
Finally. THE HILLTOP
has been a weekly publication
since the second issue appeared in
1924 . Since then. Howard
University ,ha s grown and constantly ren1ain s a new s J11aker . •
Taking thi s i11to considerati on. it
is time for THE HILLTOP 10 be
available lo the Howard com Lnu nit}i twice per \Veek. There have
been remark s' spo uting '' there' s
not enough news," ''I have enough
to read ," etc. But could the se
merel)' be oppositions to change?
I would like lo know . This is
your ,pape,i; f10\y3.fd University r 1
and if you're not ready for it tP
appear twice per week. by ali
means speak up. Our purpose is
to serve you and not ourselves.
I ' ll be waiting to hear from you
- perhap s in °this sa me spot
which will be used for letters to
the Editor.

Editor-i11-Cl1ief
j

'

We Welcome Your Letters and Co1nments

'
THE HILLTOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Fac'ulty, administrators. staff. stu dents and alun111 i are encouraged to share _their original ideas anci opinions. / \
.
We publish only n1ateri~I addressed to us. We routinely_edit letters fo; s~ace a~d correct errors
of style, spelling and punctuation. Letters as weJI as commentanes must be typed and signed. complete
with full address and telephotie number.
t
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page of THE HILLTOP are solely the views of the
Editorial Board, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Howard University, its adn1ini stration,
THE HILLTOP Board or the students.
'o
Please address letters and comments to:
Editorial Editor

THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman Ave. N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20059

•

Jennifer Golson, Editor-in-Chief
Ronald D. Sullivan, Co-Managing Editor
j'vlelody Jordan, Assistant Campus Editor
Tisha Derricotte, LocaVNational Editor
Omowale Elson, Internationl\l Editor
Sharmarra Turner, Tempo Editor
Frederick Goodall, Weekender Editor
Andrea Williams, Sports Editor
Johanna Wilson, Chief Copy Editor
Jared Morris, Copy Editor .
William Stone; Production ssistant

Karen Good, Co-Managing Editor
Kimberly Martin, Campus Editor
Charles Graham, Editorial Editor
Joyce Davis, Around the Corner

Tasha Hailey. Business/Fioance Editor
Holli L. Holliday, Book Cri!ic
Erik Malson, Music Critic
Paul A. Woodruff, Photo Editor
Natonia Johnson, Copy Editor
Michael Hodge, Production Manager
Jolm B. Adams, Assistant to the Editor

•'

'
'

I

J

'

Jeffrey C. Scott, Business Manager
· Brian 0. Nevel, Assistant Business Manager Kevin Armstead, Advertising Assistant
Martin, Office Manager
John Jacks, Advertising Assistant
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,Hoping to keep you infun11ed.
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Letter from .the Editor

i ..
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'
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Where dp we go from here?
Now that the fires have died down, would tliink that some of these so-called
contractors are slowly rebuilding the city, African-American leaders would be at the
and Mr. King has been arrested a few more forefront of some plan, or some agenda to
times, l wonder if we have become oblivi- lead us collectively into \lhe twenty-first
ous of our 'feelings and reactions to the century.
7
.
video tape?
·
Brothers and sisters, I'm ~on:y. but
Brothers and sisters filled the streets I'm afraid that we may be all talk and no
of America's cities in violent protest action. We do ourselves a grave injustice
because of the innocent verdict delivered in by not searching within our own resources
favor of four white officers of the Los and develop a system of inlradependence so
Angeles Police Department (L.A.P.D.). The that we can be interdependent in mainAfrican-A1nerican community banned stream America. Let us go back to our
together like they did in \~e I 960's. We churches, which serve as our backbone and
looked critically at ·ourselves and the institu- art the largest segregated entity that
tions around us. We courageously voiced African-Americans control. Let us support
our opinions in an effort to oring ab.o ut a our businesses.
However, at the same ·.
change and America was forced to listen. time, our businesses should strive to give us
But look around. what has really changed?
the quality service the community deserves.
The Rodney King incident was sim- I'm not going to beat a dead horse, but how
ply our wake up call. It is unfortunate that many more people are going to lose their
our. backs have been ridden for so' long that lives before we wake up? We can't afford
it takes something traumatic to provoke any to keep letting our blood flow on the streets
type of response to our current conditions. for the ungrateful. If it must be, let our genThe only reason there was so much chaps eration rise and take matters into our own
and confusion was because our leadership hands so we may define our own fate.
simply had not p~epared' for the worst. You
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University is a victim of neglect . .This insti-

.

' •••

•

•

:l

illustrious University. Bur it has B'l!en stated tution has produced many African and proven that those who struggle together, American leaders, as well as countless indistay together, or something like that. This victuals who have obtained financial wealth.
message is directed towards our new family Those are the people we should blame for
members-freshman, transfers, domestic and allowing Howard to abate and make it a
international students. These past two beggar of the government. I guess you
weeks have been mor~ than hectic for all 'of could call us a '.'Welfare University." So,
us. I know you 'think that the registration ) make a vow to yourself that you will preprocess is .inefficient. and you're right. I (I-serve these sacred grounds which train the
know that ybur financial aid was probably few to do battle for the masse5. Again,
•• not processed properly. Yes, I know, you Welcome and ·welcome Back. Have a good
cannot believe that you're paying such a year!
price to live in such a place. Again, I •say

•

•

S,,,,,h'I...

I hope lhat<everyone had a produc- Welcome and Welcome Back to Howard
,
tivetand e11lightening summer. The Bison University.
were everywhere, from career-enhancing
A word to the wise: Don't let your
internships 'at America's leading institutions · friends who may have gone to Hampton
to studying abroad. Many students attended University, or a predominantly white school
summer classes here at Howard University, make you pessimistic about the years to
while others went elsewhere. Some stu- come. Just because they registered in about
dents \Vorked regular jobs and others a hour or over the telephone, had a. check
beca1ne entrepreneurs. Many students did awaiting them in the Financial Aid Office,
absolutely nothing. ,ft is this diversity that and had a computer set up in their newly
makes us such a special family-a family that renovated dormitories, they will eventually
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Goirig beyond: The essence of self-worth·
1

It is time that

feel the need to talk positively ) will )Yant to rid ourselves of

"Damn, sistah really needs to

oils, foot soaking, ll\editation,

lov,""Oneanother. "I Dream A

learn the power of pos1t1ve
self-love. Most of us would

to uplift one another.
Posi tive self-Jove is a

the plague of mediocrity and
cleanse our lives with excel-

make that hair appointment!''
We ."ieed to be complete in

exercise, stretching, reading,
singing, writing, or whatever

World'' when all black women
everywhere will hold their

• declare, "I do love myself,"
but.ram talking about actively

feeling that no amount of
.money can buy. No clothes, no
car, no hair style, no degree, _9f
no mate ca n give one the
deeply profound and satisfying
feelin g that truly loving our·
se Ives can. · 0 nee we come
to
terms with oufs.e1ves, we will
,
treat our bodies beneficially.
We will master the ability t~
lqok within and make improvements on our insecurities. We

Ience.

SELF before we can fully benefit from and contribute to rela-

allows us to shut out the noises
of life and gets us atquainted

heads high and be proud of the
God-given strength that comes

tionShips . We can begin to

with our inner voices or intu-

with

access the strength of our souls
by making a designated
amount to time each day to
·
spen d concentrftlng
on JY on
ourselves, not friends, not men,

ition- the key to personal joy.
Come on sistahs, we CAN do
it!! Let's treat ourselves the
way we want to be treated by
others.

WOMAN. We must stop look1t
·ing outs1·d e o f ourse Ives 'ior sa
· & •
d h
·
w
isiaction an
apptness.
e
must learn to help, not hinder,

not school, only on ourselves.
We can learn to actively love
ourselves with bubble baths,
candlelight, incen s e s, body

I truly envision a day
at Howard University and '
-j
beyond Howard when all of my
be'autiful sistahs will acknowl- By Ericka D. Jackson, Senior
edge each other and simply Economics Major

,

'

wo~en

loving self. We cannot an~

should not expect anyone else
to love us if we cannot f1' rst
love ourselves. With selflove, we will no longer enviously or jealously look at each
other up and down; instead, we
Will give hugs and compliments. We will no longer feel
th~ need to talk negatively and
judge each 'other, we will only

1

The joy of sisterhood

~ins with us respecting our-

selves and each other. To the
' others,
~
extent that we juage
we
are not 0.K. with ourselves.
Have you ever had a ''bad hair
d ?'' F th d
·
f h.
ay.
or e ur~t1on o t is
day; we walk around noticing
more hair-do's th~ other days,
thinking to ourselves, "That
hairstyle is FUNKY!'' or

Food for thought
Omar Tyree

What Is
T~is Thang
Called LQve
•

'

inten se affect io11 for another
perso n based on familiar "or
personal ties. A strong affection 1for our attach ment s to
'
another person. based on shared
expe ri ences a nd or interests.
Bu~ hell. I hear people !alking
about they ' re '' In Love'', while
adnlilting that their mate
doesn' t like or do anything that
they suppo sed ly like . Then
agai11 , I guess opposites attract .

upright and thinking conscious1y) and their men began to
write poems, sonnets and stories about women, who in other
words were slaves (Women In
Greek and Roman Society).
The white man's ''pass ion'' then became the ''In
Love '' that we now speak o ut
about. Passion, defined as a
powerful emotion or appetite
such as love, joy, hatred, anger

being

a.

BLACK

each other. We are all en~t]ed
to ''The Greatest .Love of All!!"

•

•

•
•

.
.

•

I

It's September 1992, and a
bunch of fresQmen are runni11g
'
'
aroun d on H oward s campus
now, talking about what boy~
I Iell fe n1 ales, " If I
I
or greed ; is another white
"
t
"
d
h
could
love
you
like
I
love
my
•
•
are s-0-0-0 cu e an w at
man's disease that we have
girls are ••'ru1 that'' ''slammin' ,, mother, then I really love you."
''6oomin''' ·and "in there ." A~d And then females respond, been affected with in thi s ''New
''No, rhat" s different , Omar." World Order" that they talk
by the time December rolls
around, 80 percent will be And I 'm thinking, '' Wh y, a bout. We are now using his
'
because \Ve have sex and me term s of '' pass ion'' to define
heart-broken, talking about
''guys are dogs'' and''
and my n1oth er don"t ?'' And African, black, colored, and the
•
they sa)'. ''Of co urse.·· So I
original relationships between
ain't s--," hating each other.
'
But some of the more lu cky guess it·s that gender thing. yin men and women
.1 Black folk s
freshmen will be ''In Love," as a nd yang. Isis and O s iri s, can no longer decipher the difAdarn and Eve. Muh;1mmad •
•
they call it.
.
ference
between '' Love'' and
and Muham1nada . ~ Or even
What is thi s thing ,'' In
Popeye and Olive Oil. Hefty ''Passion'' now, or should we
'
Love?'' Mo st people ca n't
s imply call it lust . Why of
Smurf and Smurfette.
explain it. f'J don ' t know . I
'
.
Bl1t it· we look at sex, course, while in caveman days,
just am,'' is how mo st people
•
•
reproductio11 a nd re lations hips white men lu sted for everyrespond to it.- ''You've never
been in love?'' is what so me scient ifically a11d historically, thing because they had nothin,g,
people ask me . And when I ''ln Lov e'' played nb part in Jiving in the wretched , ban•
matin
g
nor
111
ar
riage
until
ished
lands
of
.this
earth,
the
respond, ''Naw. I love peopl e,
white peopl e ca1Tie along. 95
but I've never been ' in love',"
unfertile, cold and harsh lands
percent of the people of co lor
most folks are taken aback.
of Northwest Eurasia. (There
on tl1is earth set up marriage
''What do you .mean you never for their children \vith no ''In is no such thing as Eur~pe as a ~u-n-d"e_r_s,..ta_n_d.,....o_u_r-d"e-s-tr_u_c_t~i-v-e-~'I"n~lo-v-e~'-w~it~h~h-im-n-o-m-o-r-e-.~
.. -31-·-n~'t-l"o-v-e, "b"la-c"k_pe_o_p~le-.~Th~at~'-'s
been in love?'' they respond in
Love'' invo.tve d . Aild then continent. White authorities means in the search of ''Love." Love is eternal, black people. addiction. So let's think about
disbelief. Well, then again, I
white 111e11 with clubs, beating just like to separate themselves This ''passion'' is like striking a Therefore, you never stop Iov- it and do some research before •
guess I have been ''In Love''
the hell out of their women and from the original, ''indigenous'' . match that illuminates, giving ing those whom you love. But we all end up hatiog each
with my work, my writing,
dragging 1he111 back into caves people, despite the proper use warmth, but only until the wind you do stop !µsting "passion- other, talking about "i usea to
money, cookies, se~ and parties ·
blow s it away. That is why ately''· for people you have a be 'in love' ." Love us for what
because t hey we re '' In of geography._ Eurocentrism).
at one point or another. But is
To re-establish proper some of you (not me because particular attraction to because we ·do, how we do it, and how
Love"(T h e
I Icema n' s
that ''Love," or is it an addic'
lnh eritan}e). La1er o n 'they relationships with ourselves I've never been ··:in love'' - ''he's tall and handsome with determined and excellent your
tion?
developed into Ho1no Sapiens (black men and black women, just infatu3ted every now and money," or because ''she's sexy black man or woman strives to
L9ve is defined as an
(hu 1n an beings, walking myself included) we must fully then) end up saying, " I'm not and flyy with a fat a-." That be.

/

•

I

.

•
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Evaluating the phenomenom of black republicanism·
•

Marc Battle

'

the

Well,
hoopla of the
Republ;can Convention is over,
and once again I ask my self,
" Self, what's up with th ose
Black Republicans?'' I think
I'm at least mildly ·intelligent,
but I really can't see what black
people see in George Bush, or
the last I 2 years of the Reagan·
Bush era.
I have had several discussions
with .
Black
Republicans and listened to
countless others, and it--seems
that it is thC motif of moral con servatism that attracts them to
the party. _ I cannot attack their
strive, for morality, but I can
question their intelligence when
they Delieve .that any political
part)'-Republican, Democrat, or
otherwise, can legitimately
claim to be morally superior.
What signs of moral superiority
has the Republican Party shown
lately'? And how many time s
have people of Afrfcan descent
·been slapped in the face by the
Reagan-Bush Administration?
This racist administration has d6ne more damage to
civil rights than most cynics
could even dream of. The long
fought passage of the Civil
Rights Bill of 1991, only

•

re stored rights to the level
achieved with the passage of the
Civil Rights Ac1 of 1964. Still
there are provisions in the bill
that take a bite out of the effec-.
li ve ness of the Civil Rights legislation. However, it was only
with th ese pr Ovisions that
Pre s id en t Bu'sh reluctantly
s.igned the bHJ.. that he vetoed a
year before. N s administration has shown wanton disregard for the ·plight of Africans
-all ove r the globe, from Somalia
to South Africa to Haiti to
Panama to the United States.
At the same ti1ne it can in stantly
put together relief packages for
th e former Soviet Union,
Eastern EUropean countries, and
about 50 billion dollars in loan
guarantees fo r ls rael (o ne of'
South Africa's c losest allies and
weap o n supplier s).
Black
Republi cans cannot seem to' see
the hypocrisy in the GOP. If
they did, they would demand
that Haitians be allowed in this
country under the same laws
that allow almost any Cuban in
a boat to be a U.S. citizen.
It ha s been
the
Republican s in Congress wh0:
have been fighting against state.l
. hood for the District of
CoJ11mbia because that would
almost assuredly put two black
faces in the Senate ·and at least

another one in the House. Lack
of representation has allowed
white Republicans to force the
issue of the death penalty into

office under its platform have whole, but Democrats are for that same road, but I will also
expressed frustration with the more inclined to opt for an be looking for each and every
party's unwillingness to open its equal playing field . Black opportunity to pave my road
doors to Black America; Repul?licans claim th~t the just like the one my white counshouldn 't that tell you some- Democratic Party makes black terparts are traveling on. Anll
thing ? The GOP rarely even people lazy and dependent on just as it is physically impossiputs on a front about attracting the government. This is untrue ble to pull yourself up by your .
blacks. Remember Willie and insulting. You will always· bootstraps, it is equally impossiHorton and the Jesse Helms have lazy people looking for a ble for blacks to make it in
"shaking white hand" advertise· free meal. However, I believe America witho'u t at some point
ment?
-,_ that J)lost people want their fair benefitting from the struggles of •
Having said all of that, share of the ''American Dream." those who came before and
I must concede that all pf the lf getting that fair share means didn't quite make it. Still you
•
philosophy of the Republican righting a few of the wrongs · have those blacks who emerge
PartY is not all that bad, and that held back their parents and from it all, <pat themselves on
some parts are quite admirable. g·randparents, then so be· it. If the back for their hard work,
However, the true manifestation the government has to mandate and promptly tear down those
of it's principals has been noth- ' /an affinnative action policy on mechanisms that helped them to
ing short of detrimental to la company, which discriminates arrive lest spmeone see them ,
African-Ame.ricans. The idea against blacks, then it should do and suspect that maybe. they
of little government involve- so and I will take the job gladly used more than just their boot·
ment would be fine if this were because they should have hirecL...s.trap.s.. This is how you get
an equal playing field. Instead me in the first place, I' m1just as anti-affirmative action, antiwe have injustices in the gov- qualified as the next person. A quota Justice Clarence •Thomas
I
ernment and the private sector Black Republican might say who got into Yale on affinnathat make life more difficult for ''Just forget the job, go out and tive action and onto the /
African-Americans. The GOP work hard and build your own Supreme Court by a quota.
would just as soon ignore these company." This is a great idea This is how you get· Black
\
injustices and offer hard work but without capital it will Republicans.
as a remedy for everything. Of remain only an idea. What if
course hard work should always you do not have the money or
- - - - - - - - - - - - - be stressed, but what's wrong skills to start ypur own busi•
ness, then whai? Racial disthe local politics of D.C. when with a little equality?
'
. I ,, h '
. I . I
trends in sentencing show
This 1s where the crimination forces blacks to Th e writer oi t rs artic e 1s a !
African-Americans are sen- Democratic Party enters the pie· travel a much more cumber- Senior 1n the School of!
·
tenced•to death at a rate grossly ture. I' m sure the Democratic some route to success and Black Business.
disproportiebate to whites . Party as a whole has no particu- Republicans would just as soon
Face it, even those running for lar lave for ,black people as a grin and bear it. I will travel
•

Face it, even those
running for office
·u nder its platform
have expresse d
1
frustration with tlle
party's unwillingness to open its
doors to Black
America; shouldn't
tpfit tell you someth·! ng? The GOP
rarely even puts on
a front about
attracting blacks.
Remember Willie
Horton ...
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.Convention pushes for more black political participation . _

'•

By Omowale Elson
Hilltop Staff Writer .

330 of Washington D.C. , which Lawyers and convention particibrought toiether chapters from pant, contended that, ''we
New York, Detroit, Chicago, (blacks) are at war, make ·no
The Univefhl Negro
Philadelphia, and Ghana . bones about it ." She added ,
. Improvement
Ass.o ciation
Delegates of the convention ''blacks are the targets of the
(UNIA) and th E African
µnanimously asserted that their New World Order, which meant
'
Communities League (ACL)
tasks included rebuilding inter- apartheid on a global scale, and
held its 39th International
national membership, mounting this new order would see new
•
Convention last week,. vowing to campa igns against reparation, targets against our black youth
· increase the parcicipation of repatriation and violence against especially." She urged blacks to
Blacks in the political system of African people, as well as black assume a fighting posi tion in
., this country.
order to protect their young.
on black crime.
Convention participants
•
Also addressing the
A high point of the con:made Strong pledges to create vention was the election of convention was Henry Jacksondynamic political leadership, Garvey' s eldest son, Marcus Bey, president of the Woodsbnwhich would protect achieve- Garvey Jr., to a four-year term, B an neker Division 330 and
ments of black people and to as the o rganizations seventh Vince Godwin of the National
gi'¢e them a greater srake eco- president-general of the UNIA. Coalition of Blacks for
nomically.
He replaced Reginald Maddox Reparations in America (N1·
The organizations agen- of Philadelphia, who 's now first COBRA). Both organizations
·- da for the 1990s and beyond, vice-president.
have been pushing for reparawhich
_, were outlined during ttle
'
''Not only is my elec- tions for the ''dehumanization of
'
conve ntion , form the ma-n "' tion a mandate to complete the African· people since slavery,"
planks in the forward -looking work of my father, but also to said Godwin .
program of the '78-year-old Pan- implement an agreed upon comRuth Smith, of Detroit ,
African organization. The UNIA prehen sive political ideology · wh~ marched with Garvey in the
and the ACL, which had a mas- which will see the emergence of 1920s, said .a major concern of
sive membership across the African nationalist political par- hers was that the youth today did
J Americas, Africa and Europe, ties worldwide," said Garvey. A . not display the pride and selfwere started by Jamaican-born blueprint of the program will be esteem of which Garvey spoke.
Marcus Garvey.
~
released next month .
Garvey saw as regressive
·
The cohvention
held at
But Alaka Johnson, chair- the closure of educational insti.
the Howard Inn, was hosted by man of the Washington: D.C. tutions which were built by
the WoodsOn-Banneker Divi sion Nationa l Conference of Black blacks to educate their children
1

•

•
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The Democratic and
'
Republican
Conventions are
now over, and with less than 90
days before Americans go to the
poll s, both Pre Si dent Geor'ge
Bu s h and Arkansas Governor
Bill Clinton are ip a desperate
struggle to secure the majority of
votes needed to win the seat of
president.
The mud- slingtng -.and
finger-pointing that characterized both conventions has toned
down , but each side is _still
shooting the occasional poisoned
arrows , in an attempt .to assure
voters and each other that the
fight is not over until all the
votei._have been counted. ·
/~ Since the Democratic
'
National
Convention in· New
York thi s paSt July, Governor
Clinton has maintained a strong
lead over President Bush in the
polls. This has been a remarkable turn around for Governor

°'

•

.I

Clinton, whose standing in the . political analyst in Washington,
polls accounted for a m.e re 20 D.C., and publisher of Black
1
percent of the voters pqlled Political Agenda '92 , said,
behind President Bush and Ji. ''neither candidate is addressing
Ross Perot early on in the race.
serious issues, but is focusing on
Ross Perot thC indepen- trivia . ''All discussion of condent liberal, who never really cern to the inner cities has disapdeclared hi s run for presidency, peared," Lusane said. ''It 's as
helped close the gap in this race though the L.A. riots and the
Rodney King verdict never hap1 as he withdrf. w hi s name from
the running. This act left many pened and all talk about revital Perot supporters seeing red, and izing America's inner cities is
1
nowhere to ~turn to for hope. dead.''
·Perot 's name still remains on the
·Lusane said that we are
ballot in more than 20 states.
in a dangerous state of affairs
· Bush and Clinton con- since, whoever wins Will come
'
tinue to trade insult$' with each to the table without having articother, and the President, who ulated how they intend to deal
was remarkably r,estrained up with the very real problems facuntil the Republi can convention ing our cities and those who li}'e
in .Houston in August, came out there.
with both arms swinging once he
H·o wever, many voters
hit the campaign trail after the say both sides still are not deal ·convention. Some say this resur- ~ng with serious issues like the
gence is due to the arrival of his 'economy, foreign affairs and
new chief of staff James Baker, social and welfare issues.
· who is old to the Bush cabinet.
The President ha s
Clarence Lusane, a accused Governor Clinton of

DO YOU THINK THE ISSUE OF
''FAMILY VALUES'' 'IS.A SERIOUS ONE OR IS IT JUST AN
ELECTION GIMMICK?
It 's sort of a gimmick because they want
people to v~te , but I don ' t think they're
really that serious about tryilg to help the
family.
Lynn Magitt
Los Angeles, Ca.

•

It should not be a gimmick. I think that
tt_iis just shows "people what si tu..ation the
country is reallY, 'in. It 's one of separation,
and taking care of.one's own.
Adekoya Adams .
Washington, D.C.
•

•
'
It seems. to me that neither George Bush,
nor Bill Clinton, was saying anything abput
family values before the election primaries ..
So, why start now?
Sean Martin
Trinidad & Tobago
•

•

•

Compite<:t by Car1ine Windall

Photos by Ayoka Campbel'!

by Ayoka Campbell

Marcus Garvey Jr. expounds upon his views of a new political direction for the UNIA.
"
'
and tho se blacks who did not othe r racial groups and, there -

.

live in the United States. He
charged that black s were not
''thinking right'' , for even their
food sec urity is in the hand s of

African Unity in the Community
I
Parade, follow~d by a mass rally
at the Banneker Community
Center. jt'he night ended with a
banquet beld at the Howard Inn.

fore, they had to be sensitized to
the philosophy of the UNIA ..
Last Saturday, the con1
vent ion came to a close with an

1

•

Presidential candidates avoid 'real' issues
By Carline Wlndall
Hilltop Staff Writer

•

opportunism and of creating
unnecessary fears about foreign
competition among American
workers.
Bu s h also ha s been
acc~sed of deliberately distorting
C linton's taxation record in
Arkansas.
Clinton said that Bush has
consiste11t ly neglected the environment, putting economic

growth before human needs.
Clinton is urgi ng an ''i nquiry ''
into why hurricane relief efforts
in Florida and Louisiana took so
long to get underway, although
he has stopped short of blaming
the President outright.
'' People will have to
demand that se riou s issues be
addressed," said Keith lennings,"fl,
consultant on voter registtation for
the NAACP in A.tlanta, Ga.
''Whenever they attend campaign
rallies they will have to press the

candidates for answers on health
care, education and the economy," he said. ''Unfortunately, I
think the voters will find neither
Bush nor Clinton ha s the
answers to these questions."
Fortunately, fo r the
American people, there is still
time to refocus the election campaign on'jserious matters, but the ·
push for! thi! will likely co me
f{om votersin both republican
and democratic partie s, rather
than from either candidate.
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House backs
DC Statehood
•

!'

I

By Carline Wlndall
Hilltop Staff Writer
'

The House leadership
has agreed to back the proposed
D .C. Statehood Bill that they
voted for in April. The bill now
awaits the_approval of the senate.
In a recent letter to
Delega~e
Eleanor Holmes
Norton, Majority Leader Richard
A. Gephardt said, "because of the
favorable vote by the Committee
in the District of Columbia, the
leadership has agreed to set up a
taSk force on the New Columbia
Admissio.n Act to explain and
advocate this .te9islation to
Members.''
Congrc;~swoman Norton
said, " I ap~recillie !hat the House
leadership has agreed to use the
task force vehicle to press forward my D .C, Statehood, bill ...
the task force is vital to ensuring
that Members are appropriately ,
informed.''
A nationwide lobbying
campaign of congressional members is ialso underw.ay. Local
affiliate members of civil rights
and ~uman Service organizations
have agreed to lobby Members of
Congress in .t heir own districts.
Organizations involved
in issues co ncerning labor
unions, child welfare, senior citizCns and religious groups will
participate in this broad lobbying
effort for D.C. ~teholxl.
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photos by Ayoka Campbell

Above: Houses over a hundred years old are still standing In historic
LeDrolt Park. Pictured above are examples of Victorian architecture
designed by James H. McGill, the orlgional architect of the exclusive
subdivision • .Left: Vice President of Student Affairs, Dr. Steve Favors,
•
stands in front of his new residence In the historic area. Recently
,moving Into the park, Favors hopes others will follow his lead.

t-1

Prominent Leaders unite,
diSCUS'S community corice'r ns

•

I

By Ayoka Anika Campbell

l1 ere." said Do11 D. Dogget t. a
Hilltop Staff Writer
se11ior at Ho war d Uni\•er sity.
\vho h:1s \i\ Cd i11 the area !Or l\VO
A \va l.k do\v11 Fiftl1 <.Intl a l1alt"years.
Street discloses borh freshlyAccording to Ce ns us
•
pflinted Victoria11 arcl1itecture 'fract 340. Survey 3066. crj111e
homes , and in the sa111e glance. has decreased significantly withold liilapidi1ted ro\v houses \Vith in the area in the past five years.
doors ht111 gi11g ot·r tile l1i11g es. 111 1987. 26 l'rir11es \Vere reported
<111d br()ke11 Olli \vi11dow s.
i11 ,tl1e co111111u11lty as co rnpared
~
111 sor11e )'<1rds. re side11t s
to the 11 i11 1991. Unfortu11ately.
can be see11 111aintai11ing their i11 the first four months of 1992,
manicured gree11 la\vn s. and in
I 0 crime~ have already been
oth~rs, trans ie11t s and loiterers
reported to the Metropolitan
can be seen 111aki11g thei11se\ves P(Jlice Dep<1rt1nent.
co111fortable on the f"rQ~t steps 01·
Agreei11g \Vi tl1 the 11u1nthe dilapidated row houses. Thi s
-~e-~~; _ po_gsett - ~aid th.a t crime
is present- day LeDroit"PD.rk:"' rates have dropped in tl1i s area.
Rooted i11 11orth-\\ est ''It has gotten better. But tl1ere is
•
Wash.ington. D.C. for al1nost 120 sti ll niu c h drug activity.·· he
years·. thi s 00111n1u 11it y still said .
attracts so111e pro111ir1e111 blacks.
Many residents believe
•
•
Althot1gh tl1cre are so1ne re s.1 - the 11eighborhood h<I S impi·ove.q .
dents wl10 J1;1ve beer1 in the co111- in the las! fe,v years. ··As 111ore
n1u11i1 y for 1na11)' years . a 1arge aflluent blac ks and wh ites are
porti on have n1oved fro1n the tnoving in it ge ts better;' said
beautiful historic ai:e<1 because of Jeff John son. a 1991 Ho,va rd
•
cn1ne.
graduate who _lives i11 the co111'"There \Vas a \Valk-by 1nun1ty.
shooti11g a \veek after \Ve moved
The Vice -Preside11t of

•

I

1

1

~-

StL1den1 Affairs. Dr. Steve
Favors, ha s recently 111oved to
the neighborhood . Favors plans
to l1elp in1prove the co1111nunity
by \vorking with residents and
listening to their concerns.

''It has gotten better. · But there is
still much drug
. "ty.••''
ac t IVI
-Don Doggett
He already ha s r11ade a
s uggestio11 to create speed
bumys to reduce the a1nount of
cars coming and going all hours
of tile night . He also wants to
reduce. the amount of crin1inal
activity by having security lighting in1proved.
Dr. Favors said he
accepted the re sponsibility to
move to the area because. "'You
have cri1ne wherever you go. I
feel that we should do all we can
to improve student life."
·Jackson became a resident of the community a year

ago. Thi s s un11ner he held a
block pauty for the co111munity in
hi s fighf:'for statehood and cri111e
preve11tion. asking re side11ts to
''reclaitn their Con1n1l1ni1y. ··
Mayor Sharon Pratt
Kelley was aLo;;o present at the
party. Her Press Secretary. Vada
Manager. said tl1e 111 <1yor :11tende<I the fu11ctio11 :is <111 opportu11ity
to t ~1lk to rhe local cit ize 11s i11 lier
que st 10 so lve difficult iss ue s
i11cluding criine.
Local corne r stores also
go 1 invo l vc'd .
The New
Univers ity Markel. localed at the
cor11er of Fourth a11d T Street ~ ,
do11ated c ha rcoal and li ghter
fluid . Marian'he H\vang. a store
worker at the 1narket. \\1 ho participated in the event. sa id her
parents have been involved in
the community for the 15 years
they have O\vned the store tl1ere
and she feel s a responsibili ty for
its upkeep.
''The area is mu ch better
than other areas in D.C . but
1
tl')ere is al\vays room for
improvement. " Hwang said.

,

•

'

I

'' After Jesse Jackson arrived it
\Vas a little better. There 's more
sec urity."
•
·'Before there was a lot
of lo it e ring and a little more
act ivity: not positive activity, but
.
..
negati ve act1v1ty. Now, it seems
ca lmer and safer.·· Hw~lng said.
Pre sid e nt of LeDroit
Park 's Civic Assoc iation, Anita
Ri ce. seeks to i111prove residents'
involvement in their communitie s. Living i11 the area for
twelve y~a rs. she has seen le ss
par1i c ipation due to c1rime .
''Tl1ey <tr!! relucta11t to con1e out
to the 111eeti11 gs:· Ri ce said.
Rice is host ing LeDroit
Park ·s Com1nunit yi Day which
•
1. will be held 011 Septe1nber 12.
•· Activitie s planned include tides,
•
mu sic and t"ood. She hoPes it
\\'ill be a day the co1n111unity ca11
. con;ie toge_ther. _
LeDroit Park house s a
I
-nun1ber of catnpus structures.
On T Street in the mid st of
LeDroit Park . stand s The
Howa rd Uniyersity Ho s pital
Chi ld Care Center. A few more
b.locks to the left is the Howard
University Hospital. Two dor1nitories, Lucy Diggs Slowe Hall
and George Washington Carver
Hall, are in the Third Street area.
• Designated as a Historic
Districc by che National Register

•

I
•

·o f Historic Places, LeDroit P~k
is the object of a number of~sev
eral renovation and preservation
plans ." ''I love the architectur~ in
the area. The craftsmanship of
the area has the potential to gO
baCk to what it was," Favors
said.
• Ma!ly of the older hous·
es· that have stood the cest of
time are be"ng renovated. Fifty
of-the hous $ designed by James
Magill stil stand . Houses built
in·' the late '.870s originally cost

•.

•

'

between $3,000 and $12,000,
which was a phenomenal price
in those days. Today, the ~ve~age
1
c9~t of these same houses ran~es

from $50,000 to $225,000,

•
according tq, Norris Dodson of

Century 21-,Dodson Realty.
With many professionals and politicians in the area,
LeDroit Park is returning to a
safe communi ty. Leaders such
as Former Mayor of Washington,
D.C., Walter Washington,
County Cou nc ilman Frank
Smith, shadow-se nator Je sse
Jackson , as well as Dr. Favors,
•
have joined the comm unity
making the residents feel more

I

•

•

·...;
•

•

'

...

comfortable.

J·'

''I am glad to see them
here," Doggett said. ''They will
definitely have an impact."

•

•

•

•

•

•
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'H U founder 'paves.way for park
By Samedl Morris

1

Hilltop Staff Writer

....,

Did you know that
LeDroit Park· ,vns a1no11g the
most exclusi\•e subu rb;:1u cjevelop1ne11ts to eJer spri11g up during th e' lat e· I 870"s 111
Washi11gto11 D.C.?
The co mmunity was
started in ·tJ1e summer of 1873
by one of ,the fou11ders of
Howard University, Amzi L.
Bar~er. 1 He and hi s brother-i1~ 
law, Ar\'(lre\V Langdo11 and his
father-in-la\v, LeDroit Langdo11.
purchased the tract of land th at
was developed i11to LeDroit
park . The tract cost $115,000.
Most of the streets were named
after trees - pron1 01i ng the
impre ss io n of re st, peace,
nature , and beauty . Houses
were designed in a filshionable
''cottage style '' manner to rein force the sugges tion of a rural
setting.
Mr. James McGill, a
Washington architect and devel oper, designed many of the original houses that are still standing
in the area today. Some of his
famous and outstanding designs
are as follows: Queen A11n Ro\v
Brick, Washington Row Frank,
Tudor Rivi val, Georgian R_Q>ival
and the Spanish Rivival . ·M.any
. '·
of these hou ses he de signed

years ago still exist today. The
Queen An11 Ro\v Brick houses
located on U Syeet near f{oward
University are livi11g exa111ples
of l1i s \vork.
LeDroit Park represents
the early g~owth of the city. It
\V<IS and still is very convenient
· to dow11t"o w11. yet it h<J S the
appeal 01· suburba11 liviflg.
Inijially de signed as an exclusively white residential area. the
e11tire suburb was surrounded by
a cast iron and wooden fe11ce
that allowed few entrances . The
t'ence \\'as intended to promote
privacy and foster a co111munity
feeling .
Most l'a1nilies that lived
in LeDroit Park in the I 870's
were white. One of these fami 1ie s \Va s headed by General
Oliver T. Howard. In the norther11 part 01· the city, General
Howard starteihhe Freedman 's
Ho s pital , which is now the
School of Co1nmunications, and
founded the . University as well.
64 hou ses Were·established in
the community at this time.
Living in one of these
communities was
Henry
Gannett-one of the earliest residents to live in LeDroit Park ..
An explorer and geographer,
Gannett came to Washington ,

D.C., in 1871 to draw maps of
the American West . Around

181!<1, he bought a large house

on a spacious lot at old
Harewood Avenue a11d Maple
Street (now 3rd and T Slreet
near Gage-Eckinton Elementary
School). This intersection
formed a circle and the hon1es
on the circle were faced i11ward
to encourage a n1ore neighborly
at1nosphere . Gannett's neighbors included Author Bir11ey of

•

Howard La\v School; 0.H Irish,
who was with the Bureau of
Engraving and ~rioting·; and

William A. Moorehead, an offi.
cia l in the U.S: Treasurer
Department.
However, the fence
beca1ne a barrier to the increa""si11g populatio11 ot· blacks moving
into the surrounding area.
People affiliated with the
University and real estate deVelopers resen ted the obstruction.
Black resideh ts also felt that the
purpose of the fence was to segregate them fro1n the white resi-

dents. In the early 1880's, legal
attempts were made ,to remove

the fence and in July of 1888,
the fence was torn down by
protesting blacks.

In the I 880's LeDroit
Park was an ideal place to live

in, but by the I 890's problems
began to occur in urban areas.
Population
growth
in
Washington made it harder to
maintain a semi-rural presence
in the rapidly expandirig city.
•
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• scar DePriest • when elected in 1928, was
• Dr. Anna J. ooper • co-founder of the
Frelinghuysen University : Established in 1906 to .first black congressmaP, since 1901. He resided
in Le Droit Park during his term of office.
provide evening education for employed blacks
who were unable to attend school during the day.
•Judge Robert H. Terrell ·first black municipal
I
judge. Miller • profes~or and dean at Howard
• Paul Laurence Dunbar · noted black poet and
University.
•
well-known author.
'Dr. Eva B. Dykes • one of the first black women
to receive a doctoral ·degree.
•
~

•Major James.E. Walker· the first black officer to
die in World War I.
'

•

'Dr. Ionia Whipper· de scendant of William
1
Whipper (early advocate of nonviolent resis·
tance ). pioneer in humane care for U11M1d motti'.
ers.

'
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United Nations focuses
on strategic child laws
mental organizations for the
appointment of special rappor·
teurs t~ investigate human rights
violations in certain countries.
Concerning a report by the
Working Group on contempo·

Cou11tries \vhich are slow to
~11 1pl e 111e nt measures to prevent
tl1e S<t le of children, child prosti1ution a11d child pornography
\vii i fi11d themselves targets of
tl1e United Natidns Human
Ri ghts Sub·Con1mission on
1>re\ e111io n ofUi scrimination
arl<l Protecti on of Minorities.
U11 ited Nations (UN) .
Sec rctar) ·Ge11eral , Boutros
. : Boutros·Ghali, through a num·
~ber of resolutions, will ensure
' pressl1re be brought on member
coun1ri es fa ili11g to comply.
A ti ,·e· point resolution
'
pla11 adllpled in Geneva at the
rl!ce11tl)' co11cl uded 40tti session
o l" the Sub·Co111n1ission also
reco111111e11ded that the 1993
\\'orld Conf'erence on Human
Rig hts Con1111ittee give priority
10 l t1e question of di scrimination
•
;1fli!cti11g \\1 0 1~ n .
111 ~1dd iti od;J here were' calls
I ro111 ~ nl1111ber of non.govern·

I
l

1

1

~
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By Chlgbo Anlchebe
Hillto p Staff Writer
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rary forms of slavery, the SubCommission said increased
attCntion should be paid to
issues relating to the traffi cking
of children-the purchase and sa le
of children • and thei r adoptionS
f~~ commercial or ex plo_
itati ve
'

I

pyrposes.
The Sub-Commission also

urged the Secretary-General to
invite the news 111edia to contribute to the rapid elimination
of slavery in all its contemporary
fonns by ensuring wide and
effecti ve publicity about existing
cases of slavery and other slavery-like pra tices.
Frede · De Vla1ning; who
epresented the World
niversity Service at I.he ~onfer
e e acc L1 sed Su~an , Guatemala,
Sri ank<t ~ nd Peru of" violating
the h 1na11 ri ghts of academics,
studen s aJJ(l others in,,.Olved in
the educati o11al sector.
l;-le drew parti cular atte11tion
to the in for1nati on by tl1e Fund
for Peace, a New York based
hu1na n r ig ht s o rga ni1atio11 .

' for
whi ch impli cated Sudan

gross hL1n1an ri ghts violatio ns

against acade mia and students.
The three week conference,
which took place August 3·24,
drew participa11ts from the
deve loped and developing
natio11s.

.places new

•

ket, tbe Nonh American~ . .

duealena to provide a cheaper
fon:e than tbe Caribbean is n11111

The new Sec.-y-Oe.nlial Gfllle c..t!Jlwi•
offsboic companies.
Cllmmuily(CAIUCOM), l!otalu Caniqton, said
· In additiqn, lbe Caribbean losf11w ....
he'• "I 1na upullbapd iiy lbe-cleciunder increasing criticism for bd I •
.,
. llive aad ~ 1 r Winllleft!pm'1 history.
unplement policies which • 11 - . , - . ,
litl:\-tlltN!ia shmlameica's
vital to f<nge closer .qilJlll) ow
'wd who Md die peeilion for nine _ical
integration among Ille lll~I ' ;
)eall, C.•inatoa. 1 mlive ol1nnldad and
COM srouping.
.
Thbqo, is1he fCM!i Jr llOCl-j~lUOlal of the
For those reasons, m"ll)' polllicjol a• s I •
. Africlll.Clribbe•11-Pacifie gioup of counlries,
say Carrington 's pri<nities iDcluae p&i n1111
which Clii1eutly .bas C!'OllGIDic aad development
swus with die European Ecooomic Commuoi~
(EEC). The •lationship offets the former prefen.- secrelafiaf to ensure that deciaionl 1 ' [ i •
tial lrllding agreeaients.
.
regional governmental swnmita
In his acccptaDce spcccb,earlier last.month
Rainford's parting words to Caningt<JI "Iii
(August), Carrington said judging !Tom his expe- pick up the pace and run faster" indicate dJ Ill
rience he could see a worryirig.economic climate viral decisions about Caribbean ecooomic - '
facing the Caribbean."What is coming at us (in
political irltegration and its future C8DDOI be ro...
the Caribbean) is DOI plCas"Ot andby no means
stalled Such.issues, according to
assuring. We have .a most critical, life-saviflg
CANABusiness, the-region·· , reputable financ! ..
task to undertake for our iegion at this time," be
magazine, will see the secretary-gaienl cb•d 'I ·
warned.
"a more broadly-based group of specialilu dill

ic-

Roclenck '

..

:~~:=~~~~ =;y~:'~~~}.=r. {;

Ewupean Single Marl<et sign81 devastating
effects on the small agricultural and tourismbased economics in the Caribbean. For while
preferential treatment of Caribbean agriculfural
exports to Europe will be diminished owing to
the peculiar conditions of the EEC•s single mar-

•

·i

I
•

•

••

•

ing CARICOM Summit in Port--0f-Spain

(Trinidad's capital) in October." The ccr •ims
to regulate custom duties among Caribbean trading partners with a view to encouraging imra-

•
te11tious issue of hun1ari ri ghts
and democracy in the co ntine111.
0 11 the pa ne l were Dr. Pierre
Nzengue. fi rs1 cou11 selor of the
Can1eroon En1baSS}': Dr. Achil le

•

regional trade.
The CARICOM Secretariat is based in ihe
Republic of Guyana.

African leaders discuss Cameroon
diplomats., and scholars to rub

•

'Cariington's appointme1at comes at a time too · must co.me up with clear guidelines on uMe
when emerging global trading blocs such as the f issues, the new Common Customs Tariff (CCI'),
.US-Canada-Mexico free trade agft!Cment and tbe i being the centerpiece, in time for the fClllhcom-

•

By CHIGBO ANICHEBE
t~illtop Staff Writer
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of
human
right
s
fonn
part
of
that
Cameroon
Hu1n;111 rights violations can
age nda.
110 l<
>11ger be overlooked for
De fending his govern•
cle velopn1ent issues. In
Mbembe.
ment 's position, Nzengue argued
lac1.deve lop111e11t is retarded
of the U11i\'ersity of
that a critical ingredient to a
\Vhe11 1!1e right to se lf~ determina
Pennsylvania: a11d Joh11 Fru Ndi. healthy democ ratic evolution in
1
ti o11 is suppressed.
chainnan of the oppositi on
any country was ''respect of the
'f l1i s position was clearly
Ca111eroori Soc ial De111ocrati c
state's authority and its perceptu·
outl ined when ·the issues of
Party. Professor Wendy Wilson
al efforts for greater legitimizal1uman rights and democracy in
of tl1e Universit)' of' Maryland
ti on of its exi stence through pubCa111eroo11 Afri ca took center At Sprint International, an unpaid internship can help
was the n1odert1tor.
lic parti ci pation .''
• 11tou111m
!'.> tagc i11 Washington, D.C., at a
N~MO ........,
you build an outstanding resume. That's because here, you 'll
The partici p;.1n ts fe lt th at
The issues of human rights
DG\1-'•
' YAOUNOE
rece nt sy piro~ i.u':TI o~~ani,ze~ ~y . .
often ti111es repi-e ssive Africa11
' •· ~
and de111ocracy sire ,being, ~ •. . • gain valuable hands-on experience with a renowned industry
the loc<1l bra'11ch of the ''People's ·
teadef. Ypu 'll' gel involved in-eilci tirtg' pitJj<!C!Si.np'work
govern111ents te!nd to treat human bandi ed ;1rou11d , the diplcmiat
Action Committee for Liberty
side-by-side with some of the telecommunications industry's
right t1bl1ses as exc lu sive dop1es- said , but·the two were being
:1r1cJ De111ocri:icy."
!•
top talenl.
tic issues, 1l1ereby resisting inter- co nfused. According to him the
) 'he sy mposium , whi c ~
'
nationa l i11terventi o11. But the
den1ocrati zation process in
Positions are available in a variety
of departments. so
focu sed on Cameroon , brdught
minds in an atte mpt to fi nd solu - scholars con tended tl1at if devel·
Cameroon for two )'Cars is one
.
'
chances are you ' ll be able to find an opportunity that relates
lOgc ther African po liti c ia~.
tions to the di visive and co11opn1ent i ~s ue s are to be
that ;'\ve support ."
to your major. If you' re ready for an experience that you can
•
i
build on, check with your career placemen t office for available
intern positions or ca ll or send resume to: Terr i Hoffman at
A GLANCE AROUND THE WORLD
(703) 689-6529. Sprint International, 1249Q5unrise Valley
•
MIDDLE EAST ••'
Drive, Reston, VA 22096. We are proud to be an EEO/AA
!
employer /<.1/F/HN.
trayed as a prospect for the
'
·1'a lks on the queStion of self- rul e for Palesti nians have
restorati on of democracy, most
bc1..:11 l1alted again . The fpm1er rejected the idea of temporary
people who have been following
sc ll"- rt1le 01·1-ered by lsraej at the Tunis meeting last wee ke nd.
thi s process since it began last
•
'f l1c 1>;.1lestinl_;1n Li~ration.Organi zation (PLO) is dema11d ing
fall view it with a great deal of
tl1cir rigl1t s to an independent state. Eli Rubinstein was Israe l's
skepticism.
chi e f negotiator, while PLO chairman Vasser Arafat representThis mi ssion represents
the latest in a series of talks that
ed the Pa lestinians. The latter countered the proposal with
have all come short of their
de111ands to have committees se.t up to look into hu1n an ri ght s
alleged objective to restore the
iolati on.s ag ain st their people.
democrati cally elected government of Jean· Bertrand Aristide
to power. Last February in
GUYANA
For over tour decades, Los Alamos National Lahnraiory has chaJ..
•
Washington, an accord was
lenged the frontlels of science, oombining baslc sciences with
. '
signed under the auspices of the
engin. .ring and 1_echnological_adYanc as. ~ °"!8 d th• largest
. '
Marx
Anistide
Ge neral elections in the Republ ic of Guya na have now
multidisciplinary multiprogram nahOnal laboratones in the U. S ., we
OAS that called for the gradual lo'
can offer you dhallenges and rewards that will provide both career
been set for October 1, announced President Des n1ond Hoyte.
return
of
Ari
stide
with
a
new
and personal development.
0 11 Tuesday August 18,
The e lec ti ons, which will be observed by internati ona l organicabinet under a new Prime
1992. a high level delegation of
•
zations, have been postponed several times because of an
38 men1bers fron1 the OAS, UN. Minister. Such an accord has
been ridiculed and trampled on
inco 1nplete voters' list. Among the iriternati onal observers are
EEC
and
tl1e
Caj
bbean
•
I
' Engineer
by the military and the illegiti-.
f"or111er U.S. President Jimmy Carter. Opinion poll s conduc ted
Co1n111unity flrrived in Port -auElecbicM
mate government. Since then,
In this position. you will work in a group which pe~orms. design. and
Prince. Haiti , in a11 atte1np1 to
rece 11tly showed that the ruling People 's National Congress
analyzes 8'ectronk: circuits to operate at frequel'lQel In the Rf range
they have nominated their own
fi11d a negoti ated solution to the
were,, tailing the main opposition·the People Progressive Party
from a few Mhz up to and includITTg 1 OG~ . f"!llph~ is on low
''Prime Ministe~," with a puppet
cri
sis
that
has
niarre~
this
nation
noise, high gain, broad band receiver des~n. includtng tr~smittera
(PPP). Thi s will be the first tii1e that outsiders will be allowed
' up to 1ow output. Responsibilities will also include des~n1ng/
as President.
· of 6.5 million people since the
to witn~ss the elections which ln previous years were said to be
analyzing antennM 10 operate over th~ sam,• !'~~~·· tor UM
The general tone of the
1nilit~1ry coup that toppled preSi·
on satellites and rockets, with emphasts on reliability Nl the face of
irregu lar.
~
negotiations have gone from
dent Ari stide in September of
extreme environmental and lifetime constraints.
:,_
unconditional condemnation of
last year.
To qualify. you must have demonstrated experience in RF ~It .nd
antenna design at frequenctes up.to several Ghz . Understanding of
the coup leaders to the present
.
The said delegation has
circuit •9' •:ts which influence noise perf~ ii atlo ~ u
BRAZIL
mood of finding a national conthe diffi cult task of working out
is dMign mcperienc8 using s-par~ete~ and Sm~h ~twta. PrilA1d
sensus,
which
would
include
~uit design experience using m~~trip and atr~fine t~niql, 11
a compromi se between the dif•
it r,.quired, abng with active~ pas~ve f~er deslg~. Skil., the
even those that have caused the
ferent political sectors in the
The Brazilian government has be~n weakened further
UM of computer akSed analysis m"d s.mulation l9Ctlniques, knowt
death
of
more
than
3,000
inno.
country.
including
the
anny,
the
edge ol noise, dis10r1i<!,n. and RF tolemotry link ~•lo. -lgn ID •
by the recent departure of Marco Maciel , the government 's
meel system requirements, and "'?"11?8'~ In oper"!~ of aoph-.
cent civilians. This particular
legislature, the defect govern·
Senate leader. His resignation came amidst growing critic ism
cated RF tnl gear is desired ; de51gn.ing ."' ~h re~lity environ·
ment of Marc Bazin, and the
issue, among others, has created
ments such u 1p.::e or military app_hcat~ IS ~wy desir9d.
of· PreS;ide11t
hi s refusal to resign.
. Fernando Collar de Mello and
.
Aristide government . Mr. Baena
a major roadblock at the negoti·
Appiicants must have a BS in Electlical Engmwsng or cbl1~·
related fiekj or the equivalent oombination of education -.1d expwiSoares. who heads the delega·
ating table which has yet to be
orco.
tion, echoed thi s sentiritent of
resolved.
I
To formally apply tor this position, interest~ candidates should t •
.
ST. LUCIA
~ findin g a consensu s: ''We have
As the negotiating
forward a rMUm• C.thy Majerus (MS P2~). P8"90Mel S1rw.c 11 ...
co1ne to continue the efforts of
Dlviolon 2018t 55, Loa Alomos National l-mory. Loa Alamaa,
•
process continues it is difficul.t
NM 87545. Affirmative Action/Equal ()ppof\unity Employer. Ml I be
the iriternational community to
St. Lucia has recorded a sharp increase in banana p,ro.:: ,1m rceive its outcome, but one
able IO obtain a Departmenl of Energy "O''S1curity C..•Mee which
<Jfacilitate
dialogue
an1ong
crit ~cal element has yet to make
duction , according to the St. Lucian Banan~ Growers
normalty requirn U.S. cilizenship. Los Atamo. National lel-allby
is operated br the Uni'lerslty of California for the U.S. D1s:i a b11ant of •
Haitians and to arrive at a soluits i oice hear~: The people.
Associjltion. Production at the end of June was 64;000 tons, an
Energy.
tion to thi s ~risis . "
,
Only·
they
can
guarantee
the
increase of 14,000 tqns over the same) period last year. Bananas
'
.
While this latest chapter unconditional restoration of
are the'main stay of the country's eco~omy.
in the neg0tiation process is por- democracy in Haiti .
NATIONAL LABORATORY
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By Taaha Halley
Hilltop Staff Writer

'

''Keeping Business in the Black,"
Is the logo and focus of a new publication
aimed at over 31,000 black-owned businesses in the Washington -Baltimore area
which recentlY. made its premiere.
.
Executive Suite is a monthly magazine published in Silver Spring. Maryland
and features topics on marketing, investments and financial management. Publisher
and editor, James Eric, says that he seeks to
build a successful black business community by highlighting black business ne~s and
newsmakers.
According to the U.S. Census
Bureau , black entrepreneurs in the
Washington-Baltimore area generate over
one billion dollars in annual sales. With
this in mind, Eric says he has no worries
about targeting a small segn1en1 of the community.
''There are many publi cations
aimed at the black community, but they do
a lot of profi.les and don't necessarily
emphasize how to be successful ." Eric said.
''Reading about business in Atlanta or Los
Angeles is fine for inspiration. but to make
a local business thrive and prosper, blac~

•

Ealena Callender

Hilltop Staff Writer

'An nesu' is the name of an Egyptian god whos'e an work was so great
that he was called forth by kings and queens to make the beautiful art that they
admired so . With this in mind, Paul Woodruff, 23, decided it would be the per-

fect name for his wood carving business, and thus, An nesu Desig_ns began.
Woodruff, a senior graphic design major from 'Cambridge,

Massachusetts, got the idea to begin An nesu Designs in the spring of 1991 after
becoming part of the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Beta Chapter.

''We had to make gifts and from the gifts it sprang forth," Woodruff
said. ''I had never made paddles before , but when we had to I came up with

great ideas. People told me to continue on so I did."
·
In January of 1992, Woodruff spent about $1,500 on wood, paint, tools
~d oth_er necessities and decided on the appropriate name to officially begin his
enterpnse.
·
An nesu Designs is a wood carving business speciaJizing in paddles for
fraternities and sororities. Prices range from about $45 to $116 each depending
on the details and materiaJs needed for each unique creation. Woodruff says
that what attracts people to his designs is ''tl'!e creativity and originality behind
them, the craftsmanship behind them, and the detail in them."
Acc;ording to Woodruff, the businesslis quite successful. Since January
1992, An neS;u Designs has made about $1,000.
Woodruff says that there are both positive and negative aspects of running one's own business.
''It is positiv~ b'ecause there is a positive cash flow . USuaJly I know I
am guaranteed money. The negative is that I am the only one doing it. When I
have a few orders, it is alright but when I have a lot of orders and deadlines it
becomes tedious."
When he does have large orders, Woodruff gets help from Darrius
Gourdine, who helps cut, sand and Paint the wood, and Phillip McKenzie, who
acts as a busihess manager and financial supporter.
After experiencing both the rewards and the pitfalls of being a business
owner, Woodruff has words of advice for other potential entrepreneurs.
''Think the whole thing through ," Woodruff said. ''Come up with a
budget .and do not be afraid to do it.",
·- He adds, ''if you fail in one area, do not let that be a deciding factor for
ttie rest of your business. Stick with it and eventually if you want it to flourish it
will."

•

•

entrepreneurs need to know about the local
marketplace,'' he continued.
Eric, a former disc Jockey and

recogniti9n for their accomplishments and
successes . .,''Executive Suite gives businessmen and women a chance to learn more
about each' other and highlights a market
where networking Fan be Utilized with olhei'
black businesses," Eric said.
Eric says that the response from
~rown his readers has been positive and that
Executive Suite has received a lot of backing from major corporations. ''The First
National Bank of Maryland, Bell Atlantic
~d Washington Gas Company have been
supportive in helping to launch the magazine," Eric said.
Because Executive Suite devotes
itself tQ .the entrepreneur, Eric says that by
1
reading.; the magazine, young people' and
college -students can see that they don't
have to work for a non-black firm. !'Not
everyone is aware of how black busihesses
have grown and are continuing to grow.
•
With this magazine, students can not only
learn of entrepreneurs, but have the advan- tage of being in the same area and making
contacts independently," Eric a<kkd.
IS
For additional information on
Executive Suite or for subscription infonnaradio ad salesman, decided to start a busi- tion, write to 10169 New Hampshire
ness magazine when he found that many Avenue, #171, Silver Spring, MD 20903 or
local black businesses were not receiving ._ calJ_ (70f) 439-7750.

''Not everyone is
aware of how black
businesses ha\'e
and are continuing to
grow. With this magazine,. students can not
only 1earn of entrepreneurs, but have the
ad,vantage of bei g
the same area and
making contacts
pendently.''
--James EriC
Puhl• h

er

By Tasha Halley
Hilltop Staff Writer

According to a report released recently by the U.S. Census
Bureau on job creation, almost one-half of the work force entered
jobs in the retail trade and professional and related services industries. Hospitals, school s, doctor's offices and libraries are examples
of the places where jobs in 'the professional and related service
industries are located. ThC survey was conducted for a period of 28
months from 1987to\1989.
· ''When youl try to co111pare the resu lts of the survey to
what's happening no}v it's like night and day. Economic growth is
significantly less now than it was. and because of the economy is
still slow and the unemployment rate is up. the job market is a little
different," Paul Ry scavage said. Ryscavage is an economist for the
Housing and Household Economics Statistics Division of the
Bureau of the Census.

The survey showed that most persons entetjng the work
force at that time were young <iliults. Those age 16 to 24 accounted
for 42 percent with job accessidns. This high percentage comes as a
result of younger persons havidg a greater tendency to move in and
out of jobs, and possibly out or'the job market,
The survey also showed that the type of job a person
moves into varies with age. Fr,rw
example, 43 percent of all 16-19year-olds entered the retail tratle industry, compared with 25 pcJ·
cent for persbns ages· 20 to 24, and_18 percent of those 35 years of
age or older.
s with industries, the fields entered varies with age.
Teenagers
concentrated in service (28 percent) and sales.occupations (19 pe ent) the comparable figures for adults were 14 and
13 percent respectively. Older adults were more likely to enter
higher-paying occup~tions such as executive, administrative and
managerial positions.
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Major,_____________

• How would you like to be Miss College of Rrts and Sciences and
pos,sibly Miss Howard? This year:s Miss College of Rrts and Sciences
Pageant is entitled "Mulleity in Unity ", anll as the theme implies, we
ns n people are continu·ally striuing to further unite. The pegeant will
.be structured to prolll! inside the inner beauty of la.dies in the College
of Rrts a'nd Sciences '
.
·
r
Mouing into the twenty-first centur.y, we as a people know:
"united we stand and diuided we fa,11" and the unity of our women is
the future of our people. Multeity in unity simply means 'the unity of
mariy•, we In the school of Hr.ts and Sciences promote strong women
nnd inuite you to be a part of the Miss Rrts nnd Sciences Pageant.

'

•

Miss Rrls and

Sci~nces

1. Musi be female

--·· . . .

.

••

Minor_____________
LD, Number_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Social Security Number _ _ _ _ _ __

Classification _ _- - : - - - -·_ _
Hometown

.

'

'

•

'

•

•

•

----------~

'

Goals in Life:------ - - - - - - - - - - -

I
'

•

•

Pageant Contestant Criteria:

,
Favorite Book & Author-----------,,- - •
•
•
Favorite Quote_-+---------------

•

'

2. Must be single

. .'

'

Date of Birth ____ - - - - - -

•

'·

•

· Have you been active ·in your home or school community, if so how?

•
3. Must haue earned at least 30 credit hours at Hownrd Uniuers11J,
1
eHcluding transfer credits.

•

•

\

..

Why did you chose Howard?

.
4. Must be officially enrolled in the College of Rrls and Sciences.

•

5. Must be a non-graduating student •

•

••

6. Must haue a cumulatiue G.P .R. of at lenst 2.5 for undergradunte
represenlntiues, 3.2 for graduate representntiues

l

Why do you see yourself suitable to represent the.school of Arts & Sciences i.
Miss Howard Pagent?

'

·· Please bring this completed applicntion nnd n positiue attitude to the.
ori~ntntion meeting September 11 at 7·30 pm In room DOUGLASS HALL
•-'
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AUDITORIUM
FIRST FLOOR

'.

- - - ' - - - - - - - - - - , - - - ',
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Talent (Please note any equipment needed, e.g. piano, table, microphone):
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Work for the_pub,l ication reaqhirig -t he most diyerse .
group in the nation.
.
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. Become a member ofTHE HILLTOP staff!!
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· Positions are available for:
'

•

Fte-elance Writers
Freelance Photographers ·

•
•
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Give us a call at (202) 806-6866 ·
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So you say it's candl light dinner tonight, shopping for

'his' and 'her' tow ls tomorrow, and breakfast
'
in bed in the
ing? What about splitting

·r ·

•
\

the rent, his purple paisley

loveseat, ·and her pantyhose
dangling from the .showerhead? At any rate, t.h ink
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By Shamarra Turner

I

t"iilltop Staff Writer

house all lhe time."'
Baker agreed, '·I basically wasted a
year's rent because I neve r Ii ved at
home.''
Contrary to p9pular be lier. living together does not only mean a couple is fr ee a1 las1 to rip each other 's
c lothes orf at a ny tim e-day or night .
B aker sa id living with Ca lh oun ha s
meant much more than that.
'' It has rnade us both better students," Baker said. ''And since we are
both civil enginee rin g m.a jors, it's
almost like havi ng a live-in study partner.''
''O ur g rad es get better every

·I

'.

ou think you're in love
and you ' ve de c ided t o
take th'e plunge . A s
friends and parents wave
•
the yel low f lag. you
decl.are yo ur relation s hip i s soli d
enoug h not to c rumble under the ulti mate tes t, After all , What could be more
•
wonderful than seeing your mate 's smiling face every morning, and drifting off
to sleep together every night ? ''It ' ll be
sort of a test,'' you say, ''and everything
• will be cool."
tAnd you're ri ght.
11 is ·.s ort of a tes t' and everythi ng
- 1 ~11 ill be cool ...
1
For a while .
It 's only natural {(hat the unshrouding of once my steriou: aspects of your
partner' s daily rout ine will cause a little
ten sion . Maybe your boyfriend isn' t
exact ly the bright and festive person
you thought he ' d be in the morning.
Or maybe yo ur g irlfriend i s n ' t as
thrilled as you thought she' d be about
your lat e ni g ht garg lin g rou tin e.
Neverth eless , the way you plan your
move-i n. has much to. do with whether
or not your .romantic fantasy will go up
in smoke.
.. . 1
Besi de S being- madly in love,
junior civil enginee rin g majors, Bert
Ca lhoun and Angela Baker, moVed in
together for practic3.l and financial reasons.
,
Calhoun. wllo has been with his girlfriend for almdst tw,o years, said, ''One
of us would always be at the other one's

•

•

study wilh' as an advant~ge ot· ''shacking up'', most agree that the constan1
companionship is a popular benefit .
J o lynn Brothers, who is a
se nior accounting major, agreed.
''It's nice when you see someone
first thing in the morning. and the lasl
thing at night ," said Brothers, who's
been living with her boyfriend for about •

six months.
''He's there for constant support.
It's nice not to have to come hon1e to an
empty house.''
Angela Baker agreed . 1
'' It's nice to see Bert' all the time
and to know he 's always there for me,''
she said.
Although he admits thing s
h~en ' t always gone so smoothly, Bert
agreed.
·'She's had problems with me
s tay ~ng out overnight," said Calhoun.
''She prefers me .at home . She 's used to
me being there."
' And then there's the issue of pri ' of it. The
vacy... or how to live with less
days ot· calling your best ffiend to verbally pin the tail on your mate are
over... con,sidering he or she will be in
c lose proximity to monitor your conversation for grammatical content.
Although Jolynn 's been. happily
attached to her man for a little more

photo by, Paul Woodruff

than a year, she' ct be the fi rst to tell you

semester,'' Calhoun said .
''If I wasn't in a rel ationship, I'd be
di stracted from my studies. If I need a
break , she' s there to gra tify- rne ,"' he
said .
Though most or us would not
have though! of ' having someone to

that Jetting go of her privacy topped the
'compromise li st.'
''I knew that having my own space
was going to ·be a problem eVen before
he moved in," said Jolynn, who allowed
her boyfriend to m ove in mainly
because of convenience.
J

''We're nO\V shari11g a room. and I
''B what can you say? He's not
really want my own space.·· she said.
yo ur hu and and you don't want to
A11other crucial privacy concern is make h · l feel 100 tied down," she said.
keeping your live-in hou se mat e fron1
aybe, the hardest thi~g to accept
taking an unpl easant trip down your is tha1 lu rking under eac h and every
memory lar1 e. via old pictures. diaries , argu1nent is the poss ibility of one of you
threatening to leave..
and letters.
•
Like m$ly others. junior broadBert Calhoun can tel 11 yoO .
''A bi g conllic l we had was when I cast 111ajor. Krys tl7 Meac hem sees the
wo uld receive mail from ex-girl- ''commitmen t factor'' as the defining
fri end s:' Calhoun sai d. ·•;1 got a letter line between 'just li ving together' and
rrom an ex-aquaintance and left it lay- being 111arried.
''A 1narried couple wou ldn't be as
ing around. It caused a big uproar."'
•
What 's less of a problem is the quick to threaten to move out as a ~iveCouple's li vi11g arrange111ent. Un li ke "the in cou ple wou ld. " Meachem said. ''They
previous pair. Bert and Angela have no would be more con1pelled to work
problem sharing the bedroom or the rest 1hings dut because of the exten1 of their
commitment .''
of the li ving qu arters.
On the other side of the fence,
"'Angela's sct:iedule confl icts with
mine,'' said Calhoun. ··so it's not like I !he live - in couples have a different
poin1 of view. They see their li vi ng situsee her all day long:''
.
But sonJe Uni vers ity students said ation as a definite advantage..over those
thal 1nerely see in g their mate each and · who contemplate marriage wi thout living together fi rst.
every night would turn down the heat.
''A person \vho hasn' t lived with
''Our time together wouldn "t be as
specia l if I saw my boyfri e nd eve.ry their nlate has a lot or unrealistic expecnight of t he week. " sai d Sab r ine tations," Brothers said. ''Pebple don't
rea li ze that there are 1hings outside of
Bradley. a sophomore fi nance niajor.
''Pl us, s leepin g together every ' love' that can 1nake or break a relationnight is something I'd rather save until ship.'"
Bert Cal houn. who &aw cohabi marriage,'' added Bradley.
Which brings us to a vital ques- 1ation as ' prac1ice for the game ,· agreed.
'
''Yo u might be engaged to a person
tion . Does living logether carry with it
all the li abi liti es of marriage and none you love to death ,'" Ca lhoun said, ''but
there are certain things you won' t know
of the benefits?
· .
I
Many Universi ty studen1s agreed abou1 1hen1 until you live together."
•
''Getting n1arried is simply going
with the affimiati-ve .
'' You may be upset when midnight through .the fo rm ality of a ceremony,"
rolls around 'and yOur li "-e-in boyfriend he added.
Marriage? ... JUst a fonnality? ... lt
isn't home yet," said sopftomore French
remain s to be seen.
major Juana Eleve,

'
•

•

•

.

1

I

•

e ore it presents a problem. Make sure each person is able to
pull his or her own weight.
.
Knock out

ts maJOr trou e area

•Pool your bel.on~ings
..,,
- Fum1shtngs from scratch ilan be expensive and dif
ficult to agree upon.
Realistic Advice
(
I•Discuss payment of the expenses
- While housemates Bert and Angela chose to split
•Make sure the ground rules are set
·
expenses evenly, Jolynn and her boyfriend pooled
. i.e. if one of you smokes, will it be .allowed in the
their funds because one of them earned more.
house or not? Discussion of these matters is
'

.

imperative.

•Be willing to compromise and change
-Being able to give a little can be the determining
factor of whether or not your re)ationship survives
•Discuss your expectations

-Where do you want this arrangement to take you?
Are you lookingtoward marriage while he's plan
ning perpetual bachelorhood1
l
•Value the advice of those who've endured your situation.
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'
•

'
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•
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Dance company creates a 'New World'
-

'

I

'

September 4th,
The Barry Farm Recreation
"
Cente( at 1230 Sumner
Road,
S.E. will hold a black
moviefest ,from 2 p.m. to 7
p.m. The schedule is as follows: ·•
2:00
Joe's
Bed-Stuy
Barbershop: We Cut Heads by
Spike Lee
3:30
Burning an Illusion
by Menelik Shabazz
5:00
Cabin in the Sky starring Lena Horne, Eddie
Anderson, and Ethel Waters.
All films are free and open to
all. For more information c8JI
(202) 562-2728.

By Frederick J. Goodall
Hilltop Staff Writer

Lloyd Whitmore isn"t one for
pulling any punches. His choreography hits an audience hard
and fast as witnessed at last
year's premiere of hi s dance
troop. His artistic vision enco1npasses rhythm and 1novement
and lots of both. Dance lovers a,t
last year's premiere who expected a light , bri s k, and easily
dige stibl e ''c urtain rai se r'' to
open the show were surpri sed to
see a fast, hot, fierce routine propelled by a remixed sa111ple one
I

''A Shciwer 'of Stars,'' a musical
and comedy revue, will be
held -at Rhythms. The club is
located at 7752 L.andover
Road, Landover, MD on ~oute
202. Featufed ari:ists include
Glenn Jones, Spur of the
Moment, ASZ One, and comedians Moni¢a Majesty. and
Glendora. Tickets are $10.00
advance and $12.50 at the
door. For more information
call (30 1) 322-6556.

Lloyd Whitmore, artistic
director/ choreograhpher of
New World Dance Co'mpany

N

•

September 5th
Congress Heights ,will host its
black movie moviefest at the
Police Boys' and Girls' Club
#11, 620 Milwaukee Pla-c e,
S.E. Tt£movie Jnarathon will
run ·I p.m. to 7 p.m. The
schedule is as follows :
I p.m. Sitting in 1.imbo by
John N. Smith
3:30 p.m.
Killer
o
Sheep by Charlfi Burnett
4:45 p.m.
L o s ·1 n g
Ground by Kathleen Collins
~II films are free and open to
all. For,. more information call
(202) 562-2728.

I
KanKouran West

of Sinead O'Con11or·s so11gs.
And with tha1 hi gh i111ensity
crowd sti rrin g perfor1na11ce.
Whitmore introduced D.C. lo hi s
world. A world where dar1ce and
music reign . A new \vorld where
only a hum an ra ce exis ts. On
that stage one yea r ago. Ll oyd
Whitmore created a ne'v \vorld.
Hen ce . the New World D:.1nce
Co1npany.

The New World Dance
Company returns to the Duke
Ellington Theatre, located at
35th & R Street N. W.
Washington, D.C., for a second
season of performances from
September 4th until September
6th. This year's performance is
dedicated to the memorie s of
Miles Davis and Romare
Bearden.
"
The New World Dance
Company presents dance from a
multi-cultural point of view. The
racially. diverse group fuses
American modern dance with
c lassica l, African, and other
dance styles to present an accurate view of a hybrid American
culture.
The dancers are superbly
trained and di sciplined and are
a·ble to make transitions from
one mode of dance to another
with ease.
The dance company is mostly
comprised of the Duke Ellington
School of the Arts alumni . The
idea behind this is to provide
Wa shington area dancers, who
have be~'n traditionally lured
away from ~.he c it y, a performance base in D.C.
Under Lloyd Whitmore 's
artistic direction, this year's performance will include new
works by Gregory Stewart (formerly of Alvin Ailey, Martha
Graham, and
The Dance
Theatre of Harlem). and new comer Andriette Holmes.
Ho lme s is a sophomore at
Howard University and is the
first recipient of New World
Dance Company's Mentor

I

.'

Scholarship
ifor
Young
Choreographers. Mr. Whitmore
will also pr, miere his stylishly
fu1uristic wor.k Kinesiologies.

•

All performances begin at
8 p.m. Tickets are $I 0 (general
admission) and may be purchased at the Duke Ellington

School of the Arts Box Office,
on or before the day of the show.
For more informa1ion. call (202)
466-NWDC.

Festival, promises food, folks and fun

I
tfri can

Statehood. D.C. Mayor
Sharon Pratt Kelly, Jesse
Jack son, and city counci l
members will be on-hand
to rally behind the drive to
make the district the 51 st
state.
In spite of the underly-

By Chavez Bashaan
Hilltop Staff Writer

as Derryberry & Alegia,
Third Eye, Saffire, C.J.'s
Uptown C rew, lt adi
Bonney, Egypt , Bobby
Parker. Pleasure. Bee-KeyDo & the Hip-Hop Girl s,
and the Spani s h Dance
Society.
But music isn't the only
thing at the festival that
will appease your aesthetic
appetite. There will also be
an! art s how cente red
'
around
the
theme
''S tatehood '' showcas in g
some of the best artists
who li ve and work in the
Adams
Morgan / Mt .
Pleasant communities. Art
lovers can a lso brow se
through the 120 craft di splays whose vendors will
be se ll ing unique jewelry,
clothing, posters, T-shirts,
leather goods, f nd other
items from aribund the
world.
After yo ur eyes and
ears have enjoyed the
music and art , you can
treat your ta ste bud s to
so me cu linary delight s.
You wi ll be able to sample
an enormous array of

Dance Company presents its
Annual Fllndraiser
Concert
•
In an age of r11l1lti DiamO')O
featuring
culturalism and poli 1ica l
KanKouran 's Senior, Junior
correctness debal e~. it iS
. and Children's Compallies .
refre shing to kno'v 1h :.1t
The show will be held in the
people ca n s till co 111e
Lisner Auditbrium at George
together for a co111111011
'
.
cause - to J1a\•e c1 g(JO<I
\Vashington !lJniver sity, 730
time.
•
21st Street, ,NW. The show
At thi s year' s Ad:1m s
begins at 8 p.m. Tic.kets are
Morgan Day Fe stiv al.
$16.00 for adults. $13.00 for
·
.
everyone will surely l1a, e
senior ci tizens and students,
a good , tim e. Fe stiv<il and $7 .50 for children under
'
goers will enjoy a11 interI 2. For more information call
nation al vari ety 01· sight s.
'
'
sounds,
and taste s.
(202) 737-4941 or (202) , 396Th e . 15th A1111L1al
0841.
Adam s Morg.:1n Day
Festival will kick of'f on ing political agenda, this
Concrete Jungle and the New
Sunda y, Septe111ber 6th year's festival will not turn
Breed Advertising and
from 12 to 8 .p.1n. The ce l- into a campaign rally. The
Promotions will hold auditions
ebration wi lJ be held at i1s m~in objective is to haJJe
for The Bomb! at the Holiday
traditional locat ion al ong fun.
the 18th Street cor ridor,
Festival-goers wi ll defiInn, 8777 Georgia Ave. from
between Columbia Road nitely feel the rhythm in
12 p.m. until 3 p.m. Dancers,
and Florida Avenue.
the air as 38 live, culturalraj,pers, comedians, vocalists,
Th e th eme of thi s ly diverse dance and musi and actors are needed. For
year's festi val is ''The 51 st Cfll groups perfonn on four
more information call Rick at
State of Fun." Si11ce thi s is se parate
stages.
(301) 441-8352 or Glenn at
an e lection year, thi s Performers include some
(30 1) 587-7433.
-theme is more like ·a ca1n- of Washington 's most celpai gn sloga n for D.C. ebrated music artists such
September 81h
Blues MuSic Festival '92 starring B.B . King , Buddy Guy, .
1992 ADAMS MORGAN DAY FESTIVAL
Dr. John, and The Fa~ous
SITE PLAN
Thunderbirds at Wolf ·rtap .
The show begins at 7 p.n;i. For
''
ticket information call (703)
!
.........··
218-6500. The Wolf Trap
....
Metro Shutt~e Express Bus
''
runs .for each _performance. For
...
·information call (202) 637-·-··-··-·--· ·-····
7000.

.

1

Festival-goers
will be able to
sample . . .
inter-rtational
foods from 25
countries.

'

internationa l foods from
25 countries prepared by
more than · 160 che~s .

'

September 10th
Dusk & Dawn Productions
will present Danniebelle Hall,
formerly with Andre Crouch
anq the Disciples,!in concert at
the Comedy Connection o
Greenbelt, located at 6000
G reenbelt Road, Beltway
Plaza. The show begins at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $12.00. For
1nore information call (30 I)
345-0563.

Third Eye will be one of the acts pertorming on the
Main Stage at the Adams Morgan Day Festival.
Foods s uch as Indian
Somosas, Bolivian chorrizos, Australian meat pies,
Caribbean and We s t
African Dishe s, Mexican
Fajitas , and Honduran
Plantanos and Pasteles wi ll
be some of the culturaljy
diverse-edibles avai lable to

•
•I!)

I

'
- - -- . . .

l.

•

•

•
'

Tuo Main Stages, located on Co lumbi a R oad
.
I
and Florida Avenue.
.
'
Featuring nearly eight hours of
reggae, soka,
calypso, Bolivian/ Andean: African pop, jazz,
contemporary and R&B music.

•

ii
c- .•
"M1fAfl(Jj

The Popular Gospel Music Stage, located o n
California Street.
'
'
Presenting six hours 9f the most respected
choirs and contemporary
.
. gospel groups in D .C.
I

The High Ener~ Sta~e, located at the jMarie ,
Reed School baskFtball ¢ourt.
. J>
'
Presenting over s ix ho~rs of dance and youth
programming that will ~ ighlight the many ethnicities of the people liv~ng in Adams Morgan.

\o
'

I

I'

'.

'

I

make s your choles terol
level rise, don ' t worry
becau se you can get it
checked at !he fe sti va l's
health fair. Pa st Adam s
Morgan Day fe sti vities
have focused on the
importance of good health
and thi s year will be no

•

different. The health fair
will offer free health
sc reening s. cou nseling.
exhibits. a public· health
the ater. and ae robics and
fit.ness demonstrations.
The D.C. Food Bank
challenges all vi~i tors to
give to those in need by
droppi11g off can ned goods
at a special collection bin I
localed at I81h Street and
Columbia
Road . 1
D9n ations wi ll be distributed 10 homeless shelters
throughout the city.
Vi sitors are encouraged
to leave their 'c3rs at home
and take the Metro to various stations in the Adams
Morgan area. A free shuttle bu s service wil l be
available from the Dupont
Ci-rCle Red Line Metro
1
stop to the festival.
Over 250,000 people
are expected to attend this
year's festival. So if you
would like to have fun in a
multicultural environment,
. come on out to the festival
·and let yourself enter a different world.
·

Activities on each stage

'
fl

al l who a1tend the festival.
• If just thinking about
all of thi s deliciou s food

•

v,----·'

•
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•

•
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McMillian takes readers' breath
away w•th her' latest best-seller

\

'

with the other women , McMillan sheds
almost no light on her career. Robiil has a
Hilltop Staff Writer
preference for gorgeous guys with
M a ny blacR won1en share the advanced sexual prowess. Unfor:tunately,
prospect of bein g middle-aged and des- this fetish leads her to a lot of rrusery and
perately single. For most, this is a night- pain . She would rather have Russell, a
mare they experience every time they guy who habitually cheats on her and
meet Mr. Wrong ..... again. In Waiti11g to drain s her financially, than Michael, a
Exhale , Terry McMillan captures the man who only seeks to be supportive of
essence of the desperate. single, nilddle- what s he want s to accomplish.
aged black woman through her portrayal Unfortunately. 1 Michael is less attractive
of Sa~annah, Bernadine, Robin, and than Ru ssell and is not very good in bed.
Gloria, age 38, has a teenage son
Gloria.
Savannah is a 36-yea r-o ld and owns a successful black hair salon .
woman who has never been married. She Unlike the o·ther 1women in Exhale,
has lived in four different cities in ·fifteen G loria's biggest problem is not men; it is
years in search of that perfect mate. She her weight. Because of this it has been
1s a public relation s executive, although difficult for her to form lasting relationMcMillan limits the inforritation pertain- ships with men. Her situation is so pitiful
ing to her career. Instead, a grocery list that one of her potential love interests
of almost every man S.a v.annah's ever turns out to be homosexual.
d11ted is included. McMillan illustrates the
Profes sionally, each of these
pure frustrati on of tryi'ng to meet a decent
black man as she outlines Savannah 's women has an interesting and challenglove interests. ra11ging from -a high school ing life. All of the women are collegelove intere st to a date last New Year's educated. Three of the four have never
been married, two of them have children,
Eve.
Like Savannah. Bernadjne is also and one owns her own business. Each has
her share of family problems which vary
36-year~-old. She is married With two
kids. living in a lovely house'in the s ub- from sui)porting her parents to raising her
urbs . Unfortunately, her husband of 11 children. The problem that consistently
years decides to leave her for a 24-year- shows up among them is their inability to
old, white woman. She has a job but it is find. meet, attract <tnd keep a decent black
only noted as an obscure (jetail. The real man. •
story is the battle \Vhich takes place over
Black women across tHe country
the divi s ion of property during the ha v~ been scurrying to OOokstores to purdivorce . Thi s in s tance is told frotn chase their copy of Waiting to E,thale . It
Bernadine's point of view in third person. is sad that black women have found black
John, her hu sba11d, hca s no \ oice i11 this men 's fault s t,P be a rallying point, but if
McMillan 's bt;ok were 'to be a gauge, then
story.
Robin,.age 34. is the youngest of it can definitely be a sign of the state of
the four wqmen. Sl1e works for an insur- relations between black men and women.
ance company as an underwriter, but as Exhale has been on the bestsellers li st for
By Holli L. Holliday

1

14 weeks.
Many men have expressed their criticism concerning McMillan' s ''male bashing," which they feel takes J'lace in the
novel. However, reading an relating to
the 'bashing' in the novel serves as a frustration vent for many black Women. Note
the following situation, which every black
1
woman has endured:
Savannah is at a Ne~)Year's Eve
party when she hears, '' Yo,
ama, can I
follow you?'' She ignores his comment
only to hear, ''Sister s ister siste r. You
wearing the hell outta that blue suede
dres s. Can I Tak·e you home with me?''
Finally, Savannah responds, '' I' ll be glad
when these me11 learn that if they want to
give you a comp liment, this is not the
way to do it." It didn ' t take long for your
average black woman to read those words
and immediately re late to a simi lar
encounter.
Sadly, many of the situations
illu strated by McMillan strike a chord
close to home
for the black woman and
•
her experiences with black men. It is
unfortunate that McMillan chooses not to
balance the problem that women h~ve .
with their men against other positive
things in their lives. All of the women
have achieved some degree of Success,
but no emphasis is placed on this aspect.
It is also disappoin;ting to fini sh the novel
without a true , developed friendship
existing between ·Savannah, Bernadine.
Robin and Gloria outside of theii- problems with men. It is, however, hard to
argu_e with the book 's tremendous suc cess.
Chances are. if you are· a black woman
who will read only one book this summer,
it will be Waiti11g to Exliale.

•

1

;j
"

•

'

•

'

'
BOOK: Waiting to Exhalo
AUTHOR:'Terry McMilli:
PUBLISHER: Viking
PRICE: $22.00

•

•

Book Brief
Fiction

Possessing the Secret of Joy

by Alice Walker
$19.95
Tashi, a tribal African woman, spends -n
America. As a result of loyalty to her pe

•

by the blade of the tsunga's knife: The
struggling with the consequences of this dt
expands upon some of the characters vai
Color Purple and The Temple of My Fa1
a sequel.

'

'

I Been in Sorrow's Kitchen and Licked 1
By Susan Straight

$ 19.95

•
,

Susan Straight is a whit e woman1 whc
Baldwin and Juliu s Lester. It is about a l
who lives in South Carolina. Straight a
stereotypical life of a black domestic. Se
story lends itself to Gullah traditions, whi
tion west of many black families to Califo
previous book is entitled Aquaboogie.

•

Non-fiction
The Measure of Our Success
By Marian 'Wright Eldennan ,
$ 15.00
.:
•
Marian Wright Elderman, who heads ihe C
writes this book as a love letter ·10 , as df
and mine." Basically, she offers a set of

t

handed down throughout the black family.
lost. The book is full of stories and tales
the old way of doing things. In essenc1
rules in which to live by.

'

•

SEPTEMBE
•

One-way tickets under $55

D~ia

lt"s the
Shuttle Flight Pack1"
And if you thought your textbooks
would get you far, take a look at
our book.
A Flight Pack IS a book of fou r
one-way tickets for just $219. Or a book
of eight one-way tickets for.just $399 ;
that's $50 for each ticket .

You can use these tickets to Oy
between New York's LaGuard ia Airport
and Washing1on D.C.'s National
Airport, or New Yo rk and Boston's
Logan Airport.
•
Flight Pack tickets can be used
Monday thru Friday, 10:30 .a.m. to
2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
On Saturdays and Sundays you can use
them anytime you want . Don't wo rry , if

you don't finish 1he book this semester,
it's good for a full year.
And JUSt by enrolling in Delta's
Frequent Flyer IJrogram you can
accumulate valuable mileage for
future travel.
For more information ca ll your

travel agent or Delta at 1-800-22 1-1212.
And learn the true value o.f nying the
Delta Shuttle.

•

CA~1PUS PAPERBACK BE
1. A rime to Kill . by John Covey.
Grisham. (Island/Dell, $5.99.) Guide t·
Racial ten sion runs high during
7. Nee
a trial .
King .
2. Life's Little Instruction de liven
Book, by H. Jackson Brown, Jr. with a'

(Rutledge 'Hill, $5.95.) Advice
for attaining a full life.

'

3. The Finn, by John Grisham.

(Island/Dell, $5.99.) Young
law1yer confronts the hidde~
war.kings of his firm.

(

-

8. Frie1
Whist It

'

Flagg.

A WOil
life in ti
•

9 . · Pal
Clanc)

I

4. he Kitchen God's Wife, by

Amy Tan .

(Ivy, ' $5.99 .)
Memories of past secrets take a

-

~DELTAS

'

-

E

READY

WHEN
)buARl '

'
ConditionS g{ Travi:I: Travel-valid ror one (I) year rrom date 1if 1ssuc . lk1<.iks and c:otf>ons are non-tran:i;rtrable tll"diffcrent in<li'-.· idual~ . .Entil\' h.l<.ik~ must bt prrscn1l·il iit timr
of 1r~vel . CoUi}onS are inva.lid if detached ft om book . Valid ror youths !2-if ytars qf age. P.roof 1if age rtquireQ . Trawl at ~l1n - c_ll'Si);riatril )'lll1ih J_imc~ i~ pl'tmittr<l Upiin
payment orthe differtnce bei:Wttn {he fare in effect a1the1ime bf tm~l and the value of tht Flight P9Ck disctlunt C1l~f'llTI . Refund and <:anrrllatilin ~naltic.~ v;ill-app!y. There

are no refunds for lost or stolen book~ P:isStnger facility charges may apply. F3res and rules art subject

I

Ill

change

\\'l thlMJI

C.l.A.
Englanc

mother and daughter back to
China of the 1920s and WWII.

10. YOI
by
(Ballan•

5. The Sum of All Fears, by
Tony Clancy. (Berkley, $6.99.)

and W(

Middle Eastern terrorists bring
aOOut the threat of nuclear war.
6. Seven Habit s of Highly

Effective People. by Steven R.
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Smooth sounds of 'Shai' take them to the ~op
Sy Mellua Wood
Hilltop Staff Writer

·

ment," he said.
anybody tells you. Be persistent and
Being in tune keeps Shai's lyrics , realize it's a business," Martin said.
focused on reality. They sing about
· ·surround yourself with all the right
love, relationships, sex, friendship, con· people and make sure they're going to
sciousness-all of the basic components promote you. And be sure to get a good
of life. Each of the

The lif.e of an artist can be hard.
However, writing and rewriting lyrics,
creating and practicin:g innovative
moves, and constantly strugg ling to group 's members
secure a record deal usually constitute a formula for
success. For three Howard
University students and
one recent, Howard gradu- names: Garfield Bright,
ate, the struggle has been Darnell VanRensalier,
intense, but they are following this formula and Marc Gay, Carl
their dreams are becoming "Groove" Martin
a reality. .
alias: "Shai"; personifi·
Shai, a group recently
thrust to the forefront of cation of destiny
the local music scene, con- occupations: singers,
sists of Garfield Bright of producers, composers

i

a small amount of the fi~ge success they I
said is awaiting them.
The group agreed that one element
which certainly se parates them from
other rising groups is having the support
of the Howarq fami -

-

''It feel s good to
have fi'nally gotten
to
thi-s' poi nt,"
VanRensalier sa id.
'' We definitely want
to give HU a big
thanks,'' he said.
The group had its
first performance at
a HU Variety Show,
in fron1 of what c3n
sometin1es be a diffi cult audience. '

I

vital advice: "don't listen to anything negative; learn as much
about the busine~s as
you can"
on the calendar: • Concert on Oct. 1 O at
the Carter Barron, D.C.
• Album due out in
December

----·
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Blockbuster VideQ Will Be At Your Campus on
September 8 To Welcome You Back!

••
•

••
I

Sign up for your FREE '1embership a11d gel Free Blockbuster stadium cups, frisbees and
special student discounts!
·

•

••
•

•

I'

••

I

••'

••
•
I

'•

I
I

••
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I
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Blockbuster is Your Campus Video Headquarters!

95

Why spend $20 or niore on an evening for two at the movies when yQU can relit from
Blockbuster Video and pocket tl1e savings? Blockbuster Video has more copies of the newest
releases at just $3 and portable_video players for rent at only $9.95; all for three evenings!
' 'ou don't evell need a credit card to join, and membership is F'RF:F:.*

'.•

••
•
•I

So stop in to a Blockbuster Video tonight-we're open until Midnigltt daily and we hav~ a
store near y011 •

'

•1"1/on-credi1 canl m•mben toill be tltarµd a one-time $5 proc•uin! f•• for ,,..mb•nhip,

•
•'•

Rog S24.95

'

Blockbuster Video Participa.ting Locations

•

' I Georgetown/America~ Univ.
\ 2332 WiSC011sin Ave. NW
I 202/625-6200

.
•
•

·'''

UDC _

·Howard University

3519 Connecticut Ave. NW
202/363-ssoo

2301 Georgia Ave. NW
2021234-6100

capitol Hill
400 8th St, S.E.
2W546-4044

Bethesda
4860 Bethesda Ave .
3011654-0290

S.I Air
58!! Baltimore Pike

Chevy Chae
5440 W.stem Ava.

3011638-, 900

•

I

-

•

~

,,
..... - -

I

Unfortunately, the

demand s of !heir
record company will
Miami,
Fla .;
Carl
prevent thern from
''Groove.' ' Martin of
~ing at H owa r~ this·
Louisiana; and Darnell
se mester.
1
VanRensalier of New
·· we ' re going to be
Jersey . After Coming
taking a bre ak from
together on Howard 's camschool for a whi le,"
pus, the quane'l is proving
Martin
s aid.
to be unique and success''M arc 's already finful.
ished. and . now
Fresh from s igning Jl
we·re \VOrking o n ,a
record deal with Gasoline
video:· he sa id .
Alley/MCA Records, the
The group. which
group 's first single, ''If I
·should be on the
Ever Fall In Love," can be
road by now. s aid
heard on the local air
•
sc hool is pre sently
waves and will be in
not their 1nain priorrecord stores in about a
contribute ro· the
i ity. However, it is on
month .
writing and co~- L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - :::...J their li st as so me ''Shai'' (which means "personification - po s ing of . thC:ir
left to right:. Garfield Bright, Carl "Groove" Martin, Marc Gay, and Darnell VanRensalier. thing to be fini shed.
of destiny") strives to take the concept . songs.
··Th ere's always
of a four-man singing group to a com- t ''I started writing
more education,"
pletely diffe ent level.
a fsong about a guy who beats his black lawyer," he added.
time at Darnell's hou se. and he would Gay sa id , ''a nd you al\vay s have rnore
''Our sin ng ability, personality, per- toman and lhe whole issue of violence
The group e r11phasizes tl1e fact that always say 'that's going to be just like than one goal ."
·
·
formance tyle and lyrical content are ih a relationship," Martim. said.
once you get your foot in the door. it's us', .. Bright said.
Even thoug h the group is focu s in ~
what mak us special- enough to stand
A combina't ion of tale11t, persever- ·important to learn as mut·h as you ca n
''Carl called me at 4:00 in the mornin g o n n1usic ri ght 110\v. tile)' said the)' l1ave
out and capture an audience ,'' ance, hard work and good luck landed about the bu siness.
and told me o ur song was on th ~ radio!' ' many mc)re tl1ing s the)' \\'Ou ld like to
VanRansalier said.
''The more yol1 know about the busi- Bright said.
them a record deal. The members of the
accompli sh.
Gay thinks it's importdnt to take the group also have good advice for 01her ness, the le ss you have to depe11d 011
The first time the single went nu1nber
''There' s so n1uch )' Ou ca n do i11 life,"
group's audience into consideration.
other
people
,"
Va11Rensalier
said
.
asp1nng groups.
one, beating pOpular group Boy z II Gay sa icl.
''We're in tune with the people and
''Don't li sten to anything negative
When the group heard their record on Men . Shai knew they were tasting only
with what is going on in our enviro11-

Boston, MA; 1\-larc Gay of

•

ly.

VITAL STATS ·

•

the radio for the first time, the experience was reminiscent of the unforgettable scene from the movie, ''The Five
Heartbeats."
''We used to watch the film all the

•

Now
Available!

3011652-7171
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CARRY
•

THE ONLY

CALLING CARD THAT

WORKS AT

ANY PHONE, ANYWHERE,

WllLIC>UT

COMPLICATED CODES.

IT'S THE SIMPLEST

CARD TO USE

...

FOR LOCAL OR LONG
'
-

.

...

t ._,,-.._.
.. - - _...,,___.
• - = - ..•-

-~-
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DISTANCE CALLS .

.YOU JUST DIAL "O",

THE NUMBER YOU WANT

f
AND AFTER THE "BONG'',I

!
"YOUR OWN

PHO~E NUMBER

PLUS A

I• .

4 - DIGIT PIN

YOU . CAN PICK YOURSELF.

THE BELL ATLANTIC"

•

IQ"CARD.

IT'S SIMPLY THE ONLY

CARD YOU NEEOD .
•

,

(MON THROUGH FRI. 9AM - 15PM)

•
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'
'
'
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Booters harness
young hopefuls
'

•
By Gus Griffin

\Vhile no one was
looki11g. Howard Bison Boaters
soccer co:.1cl1 Ke ith Tt1cker may
have developed a teanr of raw,

•

ward/gt1ard J :.1 n1 t1! Sk inn e r at
6 ' 4 and Sc11ior def.ender

youtl1t.l1I tale11t from ' last year,'

Mliyiwa Motajo at 6'0. Se11ior

i11to a polisl1ed power hou se to
be recko11ed with this year.
··our stre ngth s are
speed. b<.1 lance ;:111d defense,"'

forward Cap1ai11 Ko na Hi slop
leads th e off'e 11 se alo ng with
Junior a nd Sopho111o~e fpr-

wards Wendell Regis

~lnd

":e

Keith

Coach Steve Wilson's work with the footbal team appears to be an exercise in productivity.

By Andrea Wiiiiams

Hilltop Staff Writer
Confident. That is the
buzz word used to describe the
Howard Univ6rsity Bi son
'
Football Program
- Confident.
Everyone who has any ties with
the football pro gram feel s it.
The coaches ex ude confidence.
The players seen1 confide nt .
Heck , even the media sc ream
confidence when describing the
1992 Bison Football tean1. With
all of thi s confidence how ca n
one do \Vrong.
The Bison wi ll open up
its season Sept. 5. at Morehouse
·c ol lege, and there -is confidence
all around. Morehouse, a tradi tio11al ri val of Howard. 1tied as
c hamps in their conference last
season winning six straight.

DEFENSE
This year 's Bison j ust
screa m defen se (a nd' co nfi de nce ). Wil so n feel s that hi s
c lub is strong in this area.
'' We've ,played good
defen se here at Howard . We
didn ' t play as well last year
defen sively as we·ve played in
the past, but thi s year we'll pl ay
well again. We feel good abour
what Coach Ca rt er h as done
here with our defense," Wil son
said.
Wil son speaks highly of
hi s defensive line . The Bison
need people who caq stop the
run and go after the quarterback.
Wil son has assigned Defensive
Ends Jame s Spears. Ran so m
Mill e r and Nose Ta c kl e
Cornel iu s Aothony to the job.

ABOUT THE COACH
The Bi so n will begin
it 's fo urth seaso n und e r Head
Coach Steve Wil so n, who has
been somewhat i1npressive
throughout his three years here
. at the University. Wil son hopes
that he can take the Bison back
. 10 the top of the (MEAC).
In hi s first season the team fin ishe d with an impre ss ive 8-3
record, and placed second in the
MEAC. He wa s also nameq
coach of the year for his efforts.
In 1990, afte r starting out 5-0,
Wil son's team finished 6-5. Last
season the Bison started out 2·0
befor e lo s ing it s final nin e
games.
Wilson demonstrates the talent
and wisdom accrued throughout
the different levels of the game
in which he ha s participated .
Wil son was a three-year letterman in High School, he has broken records here as a Bison, and
he is a IO-year veteran of th e
National Football League.
If you take all of hi s
experience and knowledge of
the game and couple it with the
excellent coaching staff, you
will have the makings for a successful program under Wilso n.

'

•
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•b e g i n

defen se. A confident defen se.
The Bi son, havi ng lost bolh of
their corners, wil l now start 1
Lajeremy Adamson, who will
foot the bill 0 11 th e left si de
ex tremely well. On the weak
s id e Dondre Owe ns ha s been
n1ov ed from wide receive r to
con1erback and Wil son feels that
he should be able to tackle the
job (No pun intended). At the
strong safety position the Bison
have a pro-prospect in Tim
Wat son, who racked up 115
tackles last season. The Bison
have another added dimension in
free saf'ety Neil Downing.

has really come into his own in
the pa~t two years and he will be
a deep lthreat for the Bison.
In the backfield Wilson
h <\S s·ix ba c k s who could be
starters. To begin there i ~ Senior
fullbatk Ryan Heathcock who
can run in side , outside, block
and c~tch the ball . The Bison
also have st rength in .Rupert
Grant who, at 6'1'', 225, is an
outstanding, quick back. He is
working on hi s bl oc king and
catching, but is primarily a runner and he' II get the ball enough
to di s play those skill s. The
Bi so n ha s another weapon in
Senior Dwight
Franklin
who
.
.
.
.
OFFENSE
was very 1mpress1ve 1n sc rim mages.
For 1he first tin1e in a
At the quarterback posi·
long whi le there is depth on the tion the Bison have done away
with the re volv in g door and
found some s tability in Jay
.. Walke r... Walker -transferred to
Howard this seme ster after the
football program at Long Beach
State was aboli shed . Walker,
having pl ayed under a legend In
George Allen , should definitely
add spark s to the B'ison offense.
'
'' He po ssesses an o ut stan d ing release, ha s a very
strong ann and can thro w long
and short. We' re excited about
the possibility of him filling up
the air with footba ll s,'' Wilson
said.

SPECIAL TEAMS
. The team needs to work
.
I
photos by Ayoka Campbell on punting. Cedric Rawl s had a
down .\.ear la st seaso n, but in
~
'
Receiver Dwayne Williams pulls a first down reception.
pre -s ea so n he ~a s really
''These guys can get into the offensive line. Wil son ex pects improved. Milton Mooya, who
game and do the right thing ," n1u ch success' fron1 left tackle has all extremely str g leg ,
Nigel Greene. who is returning . could lbe a tremendo
icker.
Wilson said.
In the linebacker cdrps, for hi s fourth yea r, a nd also Harrell as a punt ret
er is
the presence of En1mitt Smith Robert Ca rpe nt e r. Brooke expected again to be ex~losive.
should really give a boost to the Cawley is definitely a valuable
Bison. Smith, who missed sev· part of th e line because of hi s OVERVIEW
era! ga me s la s t season, ha s versatility. Sekou Mitchell will
'' We ' re ready to go .
dropped a few pounds and add more strength at right guard
.
We Te not coming into this seashould be jUst that much quicker. for the Bison.
The witie receiver corps son saying that we want to be
Smith will be paired up with
another inside linebacker, Robert is definitely a strength for the respectable, nor are we coming
Winters, who is a very aggre s- team. Gary Harrell is an offense into this season saying we want
in himself. l;larrell is an o ut- to go .500. We want the champi·
sive football pl ayer.
\
Ju st looking at the front standi ng receivef. player and onship," Wilson said.
/
seven, the Biso n already have athl ete . Mike Caswe ll is also
Confidence!
the maki11gs o.f an outstandi11g expected to start . Tony Hyman

The Howard University women's vo ll eyball season ge ts underway this week•with Lh e
Wa,shingto n Metro Cha ll enge Tournament. The
tournament run s from Sept . 3-5, and include s
George Mason, Georgetown, George Washington,
and the University Maryland College Park and
c Baltimore CampuSes. The HU Spikers are seeded
fifth in this tournament. They will open up play
against George Washington on Thursday at 7:30
p.1n. tit George Washington University.
The Spikers fini shed 14-17 last season and
captured th ei r third Mid -Eas tern >A thl e tic
Conference (MEAC) ti~le in .fi ve years un,der Head
Coach Linda Spencer, who i~ §tarting her sixth sea·
son as head coach of the Spikers. Although the
Spikers ha\._'e lost three· time all-MEAC performer
Kialyn Walker, who Spene.er feels was half of the
offense, the team should be 'able to r~gain its place
at the top with key performances by Team Captain

-·
•

Sopho1nore Raquan Washington, establishing the
offense that the Spikers need .
Th_e pressure to
repeat wi11ning championship s in any sport is
always a grea t o ne . Thi s is the third time the
Spikers have felt Lhat pressure under Spencer.
''Yes there is pressure to repeat . There is
al so added pre ss ure becau se this is HQward
University and everyone is going to come after
you. No matter what our record is, teams are going
to play their hardest against us," Spencer said.

'

\

Spencer expects some of the team's toughest
con tests to come against Morgan State, South
Ca ro lina State, and Florida A&M University.
Morgan State surprised a lot of people in the
MEAC Tournament last year and Spencer feels that
they will pick up 'YPere they left off last season.
.
'.' When it comes to MEAC compCtition
everyone ju.st fights it out," Spencer said.
The Spikers' home debut is Sept. 8 in Burr
Gymnasiurri against Coppin State University.

'
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Bison gear up for new season

•

,.

art

explosive aod bal;:1nced attack
capab le of scoring fro 111 anywhere on th e fi e ld , and a tall
defense led ,by Sopl1o more f'or-

Tt1cker s<tid. ''To be honest I Fletcher. Tucker also ex pecfs a
don·l ~ce a11y \ve;:tknesses."
. lot out of Sophomore forward
Tucker has plenty o f · ·John .De lgado and Freshman,
reason to be confident after los- , forward Tobian John son.
ing only four players fro111 last
Tu cker, a Howa ~d
year's youthful, talenl-laden alumnus who played for the
squad \\•hich started the season Bison from 1975-79, is in his
at 4-1-1. bttl quickly plun1met- 12 th year as th e Bi so11 head
ed to 8-9-1 for the season.
codch. tie reached the I o·o
··1 1!1j11k . ,had a little career-wi9 mark last year and
too 111t1 c h too sOOrl." Tucker has a career record that now
'·
.
explai11ed . ''VY-£ \Ve re only s tand s at 102 -60 -2 7.
The
toget her for a yea r. and when Bison fin i ~ h ed the year at 19- 1the' pre ss ure came we didn't 1 coming up on the short end of
kno\v how to hand l e it." a controversial 1-0 decision to
Tt1cker poi11ts to seve ral .one In diana . . Tiu:.._ 1989 Bi son fingoal losses as evidence of thi s.
ished l 4-4-2'\dropping yet
The Bi son wil l certain- another 1-0 quarter-fina l match
ly l11.1vc to ear n any adulatio n to Indian a.
1J1ey receive thi s year \Vith a
The Bison Booters.
sc hedule that incl udes 10 of the undefeated i11 three pre -season
top 12 tea111s fro111 the South- gaiTies, will open the ir regular
Atlc111tic region, including season to 111 o rro\V. a t Green
A111erican Univers it y, George Stadiu.1n agai11st the Un iversity
Mason.
11nd
George of Mar y la nd. Ga1ne time is
W'-lS hin gto11. Still Tucker is 7:30 p.1n.

t
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very confident. JJOinting to an
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Those intrested in:
reelance writing or reelance photography
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please call (202 )806-6868 or mote in drmation.\
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EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH SERVICES
P.O. BOX 3006
· BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS 02130

Do you want to reach

'

I'

j

SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS, & LOANS

individual,s ?

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF SCHOLARSHIPS,
FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS, AND
,
SPECIAL STUDENT AID FUNDS GO UNUSED EVERY YEAR BECAUSE STUDENTS SIMPLY DON'T KNOW WHERE TO APPLY OR HOW TO GET THEIR
SHARE.

'I

•

.
'•
-

,

Advertise in
THE HILLTOP

THE SECRET IN LOCATING MONEY FOR COLLEGE, LIES IN YOUR STRATEGY.
I
YOU NEED STEP-BY-STEP INFORMATION ON WHAT AID IS AVAILABLE AND
HOW YOU CAN GET IT. THE TIME TO START IS NOW! YOU CAN APPLY AS
EARLY AS YOUR JUNIOR YEAR N HIGH SCHOOL, OR DURING YOUR u -NDERGRADUATE OR GRADUATE STUbY. AID CAN BE USED AT ANY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR TRADE SCHOOL.

-

"

.

•

-

:

THIS DIRECTORY WILL PROVIDE INFORMATION TO STUDENTS OR INDMDUALS
WISHING
OR ATTENDING HIGH SCHOOLS, BUSINESS SCHOOLS,
TEECHNICAL SCHOOLS, GRADUATE SCHOOLS, LAW SCHOOLS,
MEDICAL SCHOOLS, VOCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOLS, RESEARCH PROGRAMS, AND LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS.

CA'LL Kevin Armstead
or John Jacks
at (202)806-6868

l
-

,
•

-

OPPORTUNITIES ARE READY AND WAITING FOR YOU. REGARDLESS OF
YOUR PARENTS INCOME, YOUR FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES, OR YOUR
'
GRADE POINT AVERAGE! FOR EXAMPLE, THERE'S MONEY AVAILABLE FOR
CHILDREN OF brvORCED PARENTS, VETERANS, OR UNION MEMBERS.

-

,***********************************************

•

•

•

_____ PLEASE SEND ME A COPY OF THE SCHOLARSHIP DIREC'fORY
ENCLOSED IS $25.00

-

•

-

CITY:._ _ _ _ _ STATE:;--'-'- - - - ZIP:~--•
•

}

•

LORDER
TO:
-•

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH SERVICES
P.O. BOX 3006
BOSTON MASSACHUSEI"IS
02130
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Students get financial.aid
money for college now!
Contact (202) 917-2855, for
more information. Ask

3:00p.m. PE Annex
Building.
;;;In..;;c"'re"'a"s"'e"=Y""o-u-r"'E'"x_p_o_su-r-:e-:a-:n"::'"d
Get an Edge on the
Competition' Enter the
Marketing Deparl!nent

about our student empl'oy-

Resume Book. Ol1e Sept.

new kitchens and bathroom,
ceiling fans, security building, walking distance of
campus, $575.00 and $550,
plus part utilities. Call (202)
529-2320.
2 rooms for rent $175 and
$250. w/w carpet, ceiling
fan, free cable. Page at 6689078 and leave number+

men! opgortunity.
18, Suite 325. Please
The Hilltop's Campus
Submit on di sk (IBM/Mac).
• Section is looking for freeSpend the day on BROADlance writers. The first
WAY' Bus trip. Experience ''55''
Furnished Room for rent.
meeting will be held
"Two Trains Running" or
Student environment near
September 8, at 5:00p.m., in "Jelly's Last Jain" live.
the Hilltop office. For more Saturday, Oct. I0, 1992. For Howard w/d, $275/m
·including utilities Call (202)
information call 806-4721 1.
details: (202) 543-0704 or
291-2248.
DISCOUNT CARDS!!!!!
(202) 667-0789.
FOR SALE
Discount cards offerFOR RENT
FOR SALE! used desk
ing savings from local mer- Rooms, Effs., Apts for rent.
w/fouri side drawers in great
chani'S will be sold by the Includes micr0wave, dishcondition! Can be used as a
Howard
University' washer, central air/heat,
table, (or studying, or thouMarchin'g Band Alumni w/w carpet. 'Convenient Lo
sands of other possibilities!
Association beginning Sept n1etro rail/bus, walk to HU.
9. Receive savings on sports Rents $275. Call (30 I) 336- Very cheap (negotiaable).
wear, books, fast food, nail . ;;;.
32:;;3;;,;8;;,__ _ _.,..,...,.....,,-- Call Larry at (202) 462-4943
and leave a message.
and hair care, etc .. !
Room1nate needed for 2
WHAT A BARGAIN!
ONLY $10.00 PER CARD.. bedroom Apt. located at
SERVICES
Proceeds will benefit the 1321 Euclid St. , N.W. Apt.
Professional VCR
Howard
University 42. Rent is $306 + util
& Small Appliance Repair
Marching Band . Look for . (under.$ I0). Features
Free Estimates Affordable
us in Blackbum Center.
include: Carpeting, 1nodern
Rates Guaranteed Service
kitchen, partially·furni shcd,
Call John at (202) 882Haitians locked out because
balcony, lau ndry· facility on
they're black. Come and
si te. Interested? Call
5845 .or (202) 452-5930
demonstrate with the
Nicole. pager 996-2676.
HELP WANTED
NAACP and TransAfrica
Rooms For Rent!!!
MAKE LOTS OF MONEY
Sept. 9, at 12 noon, in front
$250.00 - $275.00 per
WITH LITTLE EFFORT If 1
of the White House.
month. Washer - Dryer Part time business opportuHTransportation may be proKitchen .
nities for college students.
vided from campus.
Very .close to can1pus.
ecfucatio11al media firm seek'
FINANCE CI;UB Meeting!
Leave n1essage at (30 I) 353- ing ca1npus distributors for
Wednesday, Sept. 9, 1992.
8528.
innovative prodl1ct line.
Rooms 4 Rent fl 1
School of Busi ness Room
2 left, FON & EASY \Vay to earn
317. 3-4p.m. Membership,
Harvard & Georgia Area
1noney. Please phone
Elections, More!
w/d, niic, w/w,quiet, and
Sidney at MEDIA PRODance Audition - Pearl
nice!'!
$275 & $285
JECTS CORPORATION.
Priinus Residency I HU
(202) 462-1500.
call 462-7456
Students Saturday,
2 bedroom apar1n1ents,
***CAMPUS REPS
September 12, 1992. 12:00 : · newly renovated, carpet,
WANTED*** HEATWAVE

'

;

HOSTED BY LISA BONET

•

'
•'

VACATIONS
SPRING
for winning the I 99i
>
BREAK 19!>3 THE BEST
PERSONALS
Oratoracle Contest at
RATES & THE BIGGEST PERFECTION' - The only
Nationals. Living up to the
COMMISSIONS FOR
acceptable standard!!!
name Orator IV.
MORE INFORMATION,
SCOONEY, THE RIDDLER One issue down, and plenty
CALL 800-395-WAVE
We ARE COM ING
to go. Keep hangin' in there.
SPRING BREAK '93HARD!
Atlanta ain't going to be
SELL TRIPS, EARN
September 14, 1992
nuthin NICE!!!!
CASH & GO FREE!!!
830m WHBC
K-Nick: ·
Student Travel Services is
-CONGRAOULATIONS
30, Days and counting. Trust
now hiring campus represen- CRAM, GROOVE, SNOOP, .i;ne - you fILL be paying at
tatives. Ski packages also
ANDO.
Houstons, -PEACE!
available. CALL 1-800THE BOOYGAURD'!!!!!
ToMJB '
648-4849.
To: Michele Mordica
380 is not a lot: ' Check your
' ''
Committee Specialist
Happy Birthday!' I hope
mail box. II I ~ ve ya'
you.get all that you want and
i
-- RDS
National Professional
then some. Love you - your To the Heir of Hermakis
Medical Society that probest friend , Val.
lets go out just like we came
vides contin~ing medical
To The Brothers of
in. I love. yo_u all.
•
educational' programs to
ALPHA PHI ALPHA
The Fuse
doctors in Cardiovascular
FRATERNITY INC.
6- PiXi -88
Medicine s~eks individual to
BETA CHAPTER
May OUR DAYS this year
serve as primary staff liaison
OOOOHHHH
be full of Pe<\Ce for us both
for three committees.
LAAAAAAAWD,! !! !!!!!!! !! & full of joy and happiness.
Support to include developWelcome back to the '
Happy! Happy ! JOY 1JOY 1
ing agendas, summary
BROTHERS OF KAPPA , I could say more. But I'll
reports, minutes
and action
ALPHA PSI XI CHAPTER
stop for now.
,
ite111 for1ns. Previous co111Phi-Skee
and their Court. Had a great
' sat ...fl
mittee expc;rie11ce including
time
LOVE' AND PEACE
writing 111i 'utes and coordiYour Pal ( S&M)
#7 ah-ha!!!!lf'!!
5- XiPI -87
11ating 1nee i11gs reqt1ired.
Johnetta and Kim, Thanx for
Ability to I andle niultiple
giv i11g' 1ne a chance '
for those INTENSE EYES,
spoken words •sometimes
projects si~ tiltaneous l y and ,. Love, James
ability to work well with
Seleena,
reveal to much, so I'll just sit
prOfessio11als, exec. stat·r
I will miss you dearly. Have and stare and Jet you figure
'
me
out.
STRANGE
can
required. Excellent organia good year.
sometimes be exciting!' I
zational, verbal; and written
Love,
co1nmunication skills
will ~end you on your jourJasmine
required . Excellent
J.D.I.C. (already, 1)
ney as long as you return.
·Benefits. E.O.E. Please
Thunder Machifle .1982 Is that BOLD enough.?
se11d resu1ne. cover letter
SEE you when I see
1992 (THE FINAL CHAP-"
and salary requirements to :
TER)
you.!!!!!!
GOOD LUCK EEK 1!!1
A111erica11 College of
3-A-91 HI from ?-B-90.
Cardiology, 9 11 I Old
.What's Up to my posse
LOVE squeek!!!
Geo1·getow11 Road.
Si, Amy, Ki1n, Nikki M.
Seals,Violets and Kimono's
Bethesda, MD 20814. A,ttn:
Saturday-Sept. 12.1992
'
Chel-C
Human Resources .
Congratulations to my sands
SOMETHING SPECIAL. ·
•
Charles D. Graham. 2-B-90
ATREAT.
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For r~istratio11 i11forn1at.i11n call
tl1e WE'I'A hotli11e (703) 998-VOTE
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